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This IS an and erecting 20,000 tons of structural jects in our nation depend on steel. 
ict? steel for the framework alone. The And steel depends on men like you. If 

artist s concept of U. S. Navy through the prime con- you would like to find out about the 
, i tractor is supervising the entire job. many career opportunities at U. S. 

the world s biggest When it’s completed, there’ll be a Steel, send the coupon. 
. power plant, office buildings and per- USS is a registered trademark 

radio telescope sonnel facilities for a permanent 500- United States Stee! Corporation 

This giant telescope will use radio man crew. The site is near Sugar Eersontel Dhiston, Reon 6085B 
waves to locate objects that are bil- Grove, West Virginia. Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania 
lions of light years out in space. The United States Steel produces many please send me career information 

dish-shaped mirror will be 600 feet in of the materials that are essential for about U.S. Steel. 
diameter—about the size of Yankee construction: Structural carbon steel; 1, 
Stadium. It will be the biggest mov- high strength steels; alloy steels; stain- a — 

able radio telescope ever known. less steels; steel piling; steel drainage Schoo! 
As you’d imagine, it is going to take products; cements; slag; reinforcing Address 

a lot of material to build an instru- bars; welded wire fabric; wire rope; City Zone State 
ment this size. The American Bridge — steel fence; electrical cable; and other . 
Division of United States Steel, as a allied products. United States Steel 

major subcontractor, is fabricating The most important building pro-



Things we mt avout tomorrow: Sound waves like a will ‘nt dishes, disperse 

fog, make ul go l ll ll weld one tl Il ll UU Help decontaminate 

radioactive parts. Make solder adhere to almost anything, even glass. Perform surgery without a knife. Change the 

aad of foods, ‘7 the crystals in a steel ingot. Ultrasonics is a major research and development area at wt | 

HA ATATATT 

ag and WUU reason why Westinghouse is the best place for ios engineers. For more information write L. H. 

Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, _ 21, Pa. You can be sure if it's nestngnolse
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Taking the pulse of a petrified river 

From the Colorado plateau—once the floor of a vast inland sea— Learn about the exciting work 

. ac 6. aa geste + . x . now going on in atomic energy. 
comes the wonder metal uranium. Using sensitive instruments, Union Carbide Send for the illustrated booklet, 

geologists find its faint gamma rays along the beds of ancient petrified rivers. “The Atom in Our Hands,” 

. . . . . Union Carbide Corporation, 

Every ton that is mined ultimately yields just about half an ounce 270 Park Avenue, New York 17, 

of uranium 235 ... precious food for atomic reactors. At Oak Ridge, Tennessee ce “Y. I n ee shanna bide 
* . . anadaa Limite oronto, 

—the great atomic energy center operated by Union Carbide for the U. 8. , 

Atomic Energy Commission—the fuel becomes the kind of energy that will 

drive a submarine... light a city . . . or help doctors pinpoint the location 

of diseased tissue. U A] | (6) N 

Finding, refining, and researching the materials used in atomic CARBIDE 

energy are all part of the work done by the people of Union Carbide to enrich / 

your daily life. With pioneering curiosity, they are seeking new things not 

only in atomic energy, but also in the fields of carbons, chemicals, gases, ...a hand 

metals, and plastics. in things to come



individuals, ideals, ideas 
INDIVIDUALS. Chemistry seems to draw a particular kind of thing must be good for something, and we will make it 
person. Whether he’s a scientist or a salesman, an engineer work.” The rest remained for one other factor. 
or a marketing man, when he chooses the chemical industry peas. There are few places in the world that allow more for his career he singles himself out as an individual. This is room for ideas than a chemical company. In the first place, 
the kind of person who makes up the Dow organization. At new chemicals, most of them never before existent at all, 
Dow, teamwork has its place, but it is recognized, too, that are made at an astounding rate. If the chemical is made for most great ideas are born in the mind of an individual as he a specific job, then at least one application is known for it. 
thinks about the problem. But many others are the result of pure research or are 
IDEALS. People may occasionally speak disparagingly of by-products. These require ideas to put them to work, or to someone as “a dreamer and an idealist.” But these are Convert them, or to use them for undreamed-of applications. 
exactly the qualities of all the men who seek to make some- At Dow, sound ideas are tantamount to action. 
thing great out of something commonplace. When Herbert To learn more about the Dow opportunity, visit, or write to 
H. Dow turned an insignificant brine well into a vast chem- the Technical Employment Manager at one of the locations | ical empire, he established the Dow philosophy that “every- listed below. : 
California—Pittsburg, Seal Beach * Colorado—Rocky Flats * Illinois—The Dow Metal Products Company, Madison * Lovisiana—Plaquemine 
Massachusetts—Eastern Research Laboratory, Framingham * Ohio—The Dobeckmun Company; Dow Industrial Service, Cleveland 
Oklahoma—Dowell Division, Tulsa * Texas—Freeport * Virginia— Williamsburg * Canada—Sarnia, Ontario 
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The Student Engineer's Magazine Founded 1896 

VOLUME 65, NUMBER 2 

This Morth’s Cover, drawn by Dick Nygaard, represents 

one of the interchanges of the vast new Interstate Highway 
System, This interchange, a partial cloverleaf, is located in 
Washington County. 
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SUBSCRIPTION PRICE 
$4.00 FOR FOUR YEARS $1.25 FOR ONE YEAR 

SINGLE COPY 25¢ 
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pressure of ad 

2,000,000 psi : 

At the General Motors Research Laboratories the 600-ton tetrahedral anvil press duplicates pressures 

which exist 200 miles beneath the earth’s surface. The purpose: to study the combined effect of ultra-high 

pressure and temperature on the physical and chemical properties of known materials with an eye toward 

improving their properties or even creating new materials. 

What happens to solids at pressures of 2,000,000 psi and 7,000 degrees F.? General Motors has 

the research facilities required to answer these questions. In addition, GM offers experience 

and diversification to provide the young scientist and engineer with unlimited opportunity. 

Automotive research, production engineering and manufacturing, electronics and astronautics 

are just a few of the many technical areas offered. You will be given every opportunity to con- 

centrate on one, or if your interests are varied you may move into other divisions. You'll be in 

a position to tackle big jobs at GM because this is where important things are being done. It’s 

the opportunity of a lifetime and it offers a lifetime of opportunity. 

General Motors also has a program which provides financial aid for postgraduate and under- 

graduate studies. For more complete information check with your college Placement Officer, 

or write to General Motors Salaried Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan. 

ee EEEEIEEEEEEEE EERE EEE 

GM positions now available in these fields for men holding Bachelor's, Master's and Doctor's degrees: Mechanical, Electrical, Industrial, Metallurgical, Chemical, 

and Ceramic Engineering » Mathematics + Industrial Design » Physics « Chemistry » Engineering Mechanics + Business Administration and Related Fields 
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ba 4 a a fav \ 2a \ \ i= exceptional graduates (Bachelor or advanced degree) Le Oe © sas aN i gee 4 5 ; I L eas Mb) Bsa eA Nf if) we in EE, ME, physics or mathematics. These assignments 

| ae et oy s a WA “ee include research, systems, development, design and 
é jeer es = = <\\ eI ye IN a, Production of a wide variety of products for ee ‘ é ryt ey SY) : 1): f Hg i 7 4 pei | IS ~\ commercial and military markets. : ots feet (ELI gE J yon y 
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i: SS fe Phyo | BS - = cop te Fol toca . . . 
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IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS AT JPL 
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THE CRYOGENIC GYRO 

A fundamentally new type of gyroscope with the possi- of a superconductor. Exceptionally low drift rates should 

bility of exceptionally low drift rates is currently under be possible. This cryogenic gyro has performance potential 

development. The design techniques used in conventional unlimited by the constraints of conventional electro- 

electro-mechanical gyros appear to have been largely mechanical gyros. 

exploited. A break-through is needed, and the cryogenic This is just one example of the intriguing solid state con- 

gyro may well provide it. cepts which are being pioneered at JPL for meeting the 

The cryogenic (liquid helium temperatures, in the range of challenge of space exploration. In addition to gyro applica- 

4°K) gyro consists of a superconducting sphere supported tions, superconducting elements are providing computer 

by a magnetic field. The resulting configuration is capable advances and frictionless bearings. The day of the all-solid- 

of support in this manner as a result of a unique property state space probe may be nearer than one realizes. 

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 
A Research Facility operated for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 

Employment opportunities for Engineers and Scientists interested in basic and applied research in these fields 

INFRA-RED * OPTICS + MICROWAVE + SERVOMECHANISMS + COMPUTERS * LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION + STRUCTURES + CHEMISTRY 
INSTRUMENTATION * MATHEMATICS * AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS + ENGINEERING MECHANICS + TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY 

Send resume, with full qualifications and experience, for our immediate consideration 

6 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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How to advance through lateral movement 

HE LATERAL PASS is a perfect example of how to Koppers is so widely diversified that you can al- 
Vet ahead by first going sideways. And lateral most name your job. Want to work with chemicals, 
movement is a philosophy we use at Koppers. jet-engine sound control, plastics, sintering plants, 

Here’s how it works. Let’s say you’re a new em- wood preservatives, road surfacing materials, clec- 
ployee at Koppers. We give you a specific assignment. trostatic precipitators? Interested in research? Pro- 
You find it exciting, challenging. You do a good job. duction? Sales? These are only a few of the fascinat- 
But do we leave you there? Not at all. Once you ing opportunities at Koppers. 
understand that particular operation, we try you on Why not find out how you can fit into the Koppers 
a different assignment. Here, again, you'll find the picture? Write to the Personnel Manager, Koppers 
work new and stimulating. Company, Inc., Room 230, Koppers Bldg., Pitts- 

You'll never be buried at Koppers. You’ll never burgh 19, Pennsylvania. Or, see your College Place- 
stand still intellectually. Moving from one operation ment Director and arrange an appointment with a 
to another, you'll move ahead. Your assignment Koppers representative for the next recruiting visit. 

won’t be to learn just a job, but many jobs. Your 
compensation? Advancement, responsibility, success. 

Your youth won’t be held against you. Neither 
will short tenure. If you have the ability and the ~ 
desire to get ahead, you’ll move fast! Our system of oO P ts KOPPERS 
continuous appraisal and evaluation is your guar- K E R Ww 
antee of that. ® 

NOVEMBER, 1960 7
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Your handbook of <S 

with PHILLIPS 66 
The booklet, ‘A Career with a Future,” describes the geophysics, computer programming, marketing, pro- 
many job opportunities available with Phillips Petro- duction and transportation. 
leum Company. Phillips is one of America’s largest and Opportunities for advancement are provided by 
most diversified petroleum companies. Because its Phillips policy of promotion from within. Ambitious 
activities include every phase of producing, manufac- young engineers and scientists are encouraged and 

turing and marketing petroleum, natural gas, natural given the chance to become the key men of tomorrow 

gas liquids and petrochemicals, Phillips offers you the with this vigorous, expanding organization. Phillips 
choice ofa career suited to your interests and education. interests in three major growth industries—oil, natural 
Phillips research and development programs gas and chemicals—provide desirable stability. 
include such widely diversified projects as PHILLIPS Write today for the brochure, ‘‘A Career with 
atomic energy ... synthetic rubber . . . plastics a Future,” to Phillips Technical Manpower 
... exotic fuels... fertilizers. Phillips rapid Division. And arrange for an interview, 

expansion has created many new opportuni- through your Placement Office, when the 
ties for engineers and scientists in geology, Phillips representatives visit your campus. 

PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY 

Bartlesville, Oklahoma 

8 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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As you plan your Car eer—be sure to consider 

Monsanto. It may surprise you that © Process control * Automated process systems 
M 7 sede @ ical and h eal : = instrumentation engineering 

onsanto needs e ectrica and mechanical engineers, e Applied research =e Equipment evaluation and selection 
as well as chemical engineers. 

Fact is, though, that Monsanto offers many opportuni- a 

ties to men with your professional training, including: . . . 
May we discuss these with you as we visit your 

Mechanical Engineers... hi 2X oo “ 
« Plant design and layout © Plant engineering campus this year? You can arrange for this visit with 
© Equipment selection ¢ Construction your Placement Director; gee, Co 
e Materials specification e Specialization in the fields ; > . . - . f _ Css 

¢ Design of new and unique of fluid mechanics, stress Or write Professional Em- i fl 
equipment analysis, heat transfer, etc. ployment Manager, EM-2 iy COT) ‘0 

Electrical Engineers...... Monsanto Chemical Com- fF) 7, 7% ¥) 
e Design of electrical e Power distribution and + . . . _ . | : 

systems substation design pany, St. Louis 66, Missouri. i NE. 
e 
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Kambli arn ing 

With The 

tlor 
Should you go into graduate school? This is ing pay for a person with an M.S. is seventy to 

a question all students have to ask themselves at one hundred dollars per month more than the 
some time. There are many questions that must person with only a B.S. The person with a Ph.D. 
first be answered before you can make your will start at about two hundred dollars per 
decision. Some of these questions are: “Can you month more than the person with a B.S. This 
make it in graduate school?”, “Can you afford difference will pay back everything spent for 
it?”, and “Is it worth the time and money?” One — graduate school in a few years and will pay off 
very important question is that of paying back in much greater returns in years to come. With 
parents or relatives the cost of your education. an M.S. or Ph.D. you have a much better choice 
This may very well be the most important of of work, many of which are not open to people 
all the questions. with only a B.S. Graduate school is therefore 

The first of these question is one that you worth both your time and your money. 

must answer for yourself. If your grades are Paying back your parents or relatives for your 
good, you can probably make it in graduate education is something most of you hope to do 
school. If your grades are not too good, but you someday. If you go into graduate school this 
are willing to work hard, you may be able to must be put off for a few years, but when you 
make it. Your adviser can help you with this start to work you will be making more money 
question, but the final decision is up to you. and can pay the money back easier. I think your 

There are many grants and fellowships offered parents would be willing or aR of fase ‘years if 
that will help pay the cost of graduate work, YOU Were getting something as important as 

P Pay me co 8 — re education. If you must pay back money The chance of getting a grant or fellowship is O° ° . b fon "for LE lucati vk very good. The question of whether you can you have vorrowed or your ed ucation, wol 
afford to go into graduate work is therefore '° 2 few years and then come back to school. 

answered; you have no reason to use this as an You must start now if you do decide to go 
excuse for not going on. into graduate school. You will need certain 

If you like money and are interested in doing credits to get into graduate school and good 

the more challenging work, you can not afford grades, so look into it right away. 
not to go into graduate school. The starting pay The important thing is not when, how, or 
will be higher and the advancements will be why you go into graduate school; it is that you 
faster if you have a graduate degree. The start-  go.—W. S. H. 

Shown above is rendering of a 28-ton, high speed hydrofoil ferry boat designed by 
the Technical Products Division of the Waste King Corporation, Los Angeles. The boat is 

4 designed to carry 93 passengers at speeds of 40 knots over 200 miles, even in seas up to 
8 feet. For additional information on the hydrofoil see the Oct., 1960 Wisconsin Engineer. 

—Courtesy of Waste King Corporation 
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Problems and procedures acquiring patents 

by R. W. Comstock, cie’62 

PATENT is an agreement Patentability of Inventions sure everything in the application 
A between the government, Under our American system of is included and in order. A com- 

representing the public, and patent law the chief requirement plete application is comprised of: 

the inventor, The government for a patent is that the invention 1. A petition or request for a 
agrees that no one but the inventor shall be new and useful and shall patent. 
will be allowed to manufacture, he the work of an original and first 2. A specification, including a 
use, OF sell his invention for a pe inventor, Thus the first thing the claim or claims. 

riod of seventcen years without his inventor must do to receive a pat- 3. An oath. 
permission. In return for this lim- ent is make sure his invention is 4. Drawings, when necessary, 
ited monopoly the inventor files his new, useful and original. The ques- 5. The prescribed filing fee. 
new discovery in the patent office tion also arises: “What is an inven- 
so that everyone may profit from it tion?”, The patent laws require that The petition, specification, and 
when the seventeen years are over. the new machine to be patented oath must be in the English lan- 

The present American | Patent must “disclose something amount- guage. All papers of the applica- 
system started in 1836. [t laid down ing to invention.” There are no tion must be legibly written or 
the new. principle that patents rules however that lay down any printed in permanent ink. 
should be given only after inven- precise tests for invention. This At the time of the application it 

tions had been carefully examined makes invention a matter of judg- is only necessary to file a provi- 
and compared with all earlier ones. ment and opinion as to whether it sional specification; however, a 

Two questions were asked: “Is the is present in a given situation. complete specification must be filed 
invention useful?” and “Is it new?”. within one year. The provisional 

Most inventors employ patent specification shows that the inven- 
lawyers when secking a patent. A APPLICATION FOR PATENT tion claimed in the complete speci- 
\ ritten description, claims of the General Requirements of an fication: was made at the date of 
invention, and an application fee Applicati the original application. This 

‘ pplication : : 
must be submitted to the patent enables the applicant to hold for 
office. If the patent examiners find The application for a patent is his claims the priority of the date 
that the invention fulfills their re- made by the inventor or someone of the original application, 
quirements a patent is granted, If = who he has assigned to make the 
anyone infringes on the inventor's application, When the inventor is The Petition 
patent he can force the infringer dead, insane or legally incapaci- The petition is a request for the 
to stop using it, or sue him for the tated, the legal representative of grant of a patent and must be ad- 
profits he made. The patent article the inventor applies for the patent. dressed to the Commissioner of 
or the package in which it is sold The application must be made to Patents. The inventor usually has 
must be marked with its patent the Commissioner of Patents in a patent lawyer write the petition 
number. No damages can be col- Washington, D, C. There is no par- for him. 
lected for infringement of an un- ticular application form. The in- 
marked patent, unless the patent ventor furnishes the material for The Patent Specification 
owner has sent a formal notice to the application and usually a pat- Introduction to the Specification. 
the infringer, ent lawyer is consulted to make The most important parts of the 
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law of patents center around the plication. The claim or claims The Drawings 
patent specification, Answers to the define the invention that the in- The Commissioner of Patents 

suc ghee iy ok veo sey monopole, They ay equ tn he apc 
are determined by the specifica- of the invention pointing out dls. . patent faenigh RAID sof ti 
tion The specification contains a tinctly what the’ spoken re sards se enuia, Semuaa Le ot Tale 
written description of the inven- as his invention Each clairn ‘s in- niles in! then Hg Batre Of Te 
tion, It also shows the manner and dependent of the other aluieas and pe admits, i applicant a 
process of making and using the states a se yarate monoglie The farnists a drawing, Illustrations fas 
invention The specification must wording of the claim is very im- Sites m sageraiansling of the : ee a = ee ower) invention may also be furnished by be expressed in full, clear, concise, portant and great care should be ine 4 ligant o réawiéed by the : " : . C » applicant or required by the and exact terms thus enabling any taken that the intention of the patent office. ‘ 
person skilled in the art to which whole claim is expressed. The The drawings must show every 
it pertains, to make and use the claim or claims should define a ma- feature of the invention specified 
iavennon, chine in terms of its structure. in the claims. There are also cer- 

Phe Structure of the Specifica- An extremely important require- tain standards the patent office sets 
tion. The skill with which the com- ment of the patent claim from the up for the drawings pertaining to 
plete specification is drafted is applicant’s point of view is that it the paper, ink, symbols, legend, lo- extremely important. The outcome be neither too wide nor too nar- cation of views, and other related 
of legal proceedings depends heav- row, If the claim is too wide it will subjects. 
ily on this factor, The complete be rendered invalid. If the claim 
specification is arranged in the fol- is too narrow the applicant will Filing Fee of the Application 
lowing order: not be able to avoid infringement. The filing fee for each original 

1. Title of the invention, or a Oath of the Applicant application for a patent having 20 
preamble stating the name, claims or less is $30.00. For each ad- 
citizenship and residence of The applicant for a patent must ditional claim over 20 there is a 

the applicant and the title of take an oath stating that he be- charge of $1.00. 
the invention. lieves himself to be the original 

2. Brief summary of the inven- and first inventor of the machine Models 
tion. , he wishes to patent. The applicant Models were once required as 

3. Brief description of the sev- must also state of what country he part of the application for a patent 
eral views of the drawing, if is a citizen and whether he is the but now they are not generally re- 
there are drawings. sole or joint inventor of the inven- quired; however, the patent office 

4. Detailed description. tion claimed in his patent. The oath may require an applicant to furnish 
5. Claim or claims. may be made before any person a model of convenient size to ex- 
6. Signature authorized by law to administer hibit the parts of his invention. 

oaths. 
The detailed description or body In every original application the EXAMINATION AND ISSUANCE 

of the specification tells the public applicant must distinctly state un- OF A PATENT 
the necessary information needed — dey oath that to the best of his 
to construct and operate the inven- knowledge and belief the inven- Order of Examination 
tion. This section of the specifica- tion has not been in public use or Applications that are filed in the 
tion may also present the theory of — on sale in the Uniter States for patent office and accepted as com- 
operation if the invention is not — more than one year prior to his plete applications are assigned for 
easily understood. application or patented or de- examination to the respective ex- 

The Claims of the Specification. scribed in any printed publication amining divisions. They are exam- 
The claim or claims of the patent — in any country before his invention ined by assigned examiners in the 
specification are the most impor- or more than one year prior to his order in which they were filed. 
tant single part of the patent ap- application. (Continued on next page) 

; = R. Warren Comstock, a junior in civil engineering, chose this 
. : topic because of an interest in law. His future plans include fol- 
7 i lowing up this interast by entering Taw school and later the field 

SSF of patent law. Mr. Comstock is a Madison resident and a member 
Ml L of Chi Psi fraternity, the interfraternity relations committee, and 

|. le the Union public relations committee. : i » e on 4 elations Co ittee 

ied 
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The Examination Procedure for Protesting a Grant volved, and the Commissioner 

The examiner first checks the The proceedings begin with a may who bs wi tome appli- 

claims by searching the prior pat- notice of opposition stating the cant who Is adjucge the: PHOr 

ents and literature to determine — grounds of opposition, This must inventor. 

Te not im claims are prop- be nerom pais by a ee The prior invention is the invention 

erly de initive oO) _ the app icant s setting out the nature of the op- that was first reduced to practice. 

invention without including matter ponent’s interest, the facts upon 

that is old in the art. It is the ex- which he bases his case and the Pending Patents 

aminer’s duty to examine any ques- relief which he seeks. The appli- 

tions of law that may be involved cant then delivers a counter- The average length of time be- 

in the presentation of the claims, or statement setting out his grounds tween filing the patent application 

of the case, and to reject claims if for contesting the opposition. There and the issuance of a patent is 3% 

they appear to be unpatentable in is then a hearing before a senior — years. Some patents are issued 

view of any of the statutory re- official of the Patent Office known _ faster than this and others take up 

quirements or decisions of the as a Comptroller. He delivers a to seven or eight years depending 

courts. After the examiner has fin- written decision upon the evidence on the amount and nature of the 

ished he writes a letter to the ap- filed by the parties involved. The rejections and appeals. 

plicant stating his position and it comptroller may also on his own While the inventor is waiting for 

then becomes necessary for the motion raise additional objections a patent to be issued he may man- 

applicant to file a response to the during the opposition proceedings, —_ufacture his device, usually stating 
official action, The time is ordinar- but if this is done the applicant — on the manufactured device that 

ily six months; however, the exam- should be given an opportunity to a patent is pending. This will dis- 

iner may set a shorter time for deal with these objections. From courage the manufacture of similar 

response. the decision of the comptroller inventions 
The applicant is generally rep- there may be an appeal to the Ap- Putting patent vendivg on a 

resented by his attorney, and while peal Tribunal. A further appeal to gautacrnea device without an 
it is their duty to respond fully to the Court of Appeal is available in “nna: ee \ 

2 ; caapaecs joes application in the Patent Office is 
the patent office actions, they have certain cases. : 

: * ad subject to penalty by law. Also the 
at the same time the problem of AveHtOr + sue for infringe 

“shaping up” the patent so that it Interference—A Specific Form inventor a os ae or in ringe- 

has a maximum chance of being of Opposition ment until he has received his 

held valid. i Bn od patent. 
1 . : An interference arises in the ex- 

4 AG GNUINEE Tay’ finally accept amination of applications when Sealing the Patent 

or reject all or part of the appli- two applicants claim the same in- 

cants claims. It Is then up to the vention. Interference may also arise Sealing. If the application for a 

applicant and his attorney to de- in the Patent Office when an ap- patent is approved and the sealing 

ee vonliies Hoses! the ejected plicant and a patentee claim the fee paid within the proper time, a 

sus appeal same invention. They may be com- patent will be sealed on the 

- pared to a suit between two peo- application. 

Opposition ae i Opposition le who have as their bone of Date and Term of Patent. The 

° 4 Gran contention the problem of deter- patent is dated with the date of 

The grant of a patent may be op- mining which one of them is the filing of the complete specification 

posed by any person interested prior inventor and entitled to get and its term is 17 years from this 

who has valid grounds for objec- the patent. date, 

tion. Any person interested may ; . 

also oppose a sealed patent if it is Section 135 of Title 35 states: 

within twelve months of the seal- Whenever an application is PROBLEMS AFTER RECEIVING 

ing. This is known as belated op- made for a patent which, in the A PATENT 

position to a patent. Many patents opinion of the Commissioner, Volidivy: of Poierii 

ava velusedl as & Yes sis . : : ‘alidity of Patents 
as — al as t result hee i would interfere with any pend- vay 

aa ernthea! the sea is “ mae ing application, or with any un- Validity of patents deals with 

nat the:patent opposed 1s strengul- expired patent, he shall give the various grounds upon which 
ened by an amendment of the spec- . : . . 1, 

eptsvieas notice thereof to the applicants the patent grant may be revoked 
ification to mect the attacks made . > E 

by the opponent or applicant and patentee as the by the courts, These same grounds 

ae a case may be. The question of may also be used as defenses in an 
The person interested must have meen & : q sift 

a is . nas priority of invention shall be de- action for infringement of a pat- 
a real, definite and substantial in- inal 1 f ant. Most of thése ¢ 16-are fur. 

terest: that of a manufacturer in termined ay board ° patent ents N108 . hese, BrOunes Bre 

the same field, or a trader in goods interferences (consisting of three ther available as grou nds for 

concerned, or the owner of patents examiners of interferences) opposing the grant of a patent in 

for similar devices or even the in- whose decision, if adverse to the proceedings at the patent office, or 

ventor of such a device, or a re- claim of an applicant, shall con- in similar proceedings within 

search association whose members stitute the final refusal by the twelve months after the grant of a 

have such an interest. Patent Office of the claims in- (Continued on page 52) 
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Advanced power conversion systems fluid systems and controls, pneumatic valves and 
for space vehicles utilizing energy of the sun or controls and missile accessory power units. | 
heat from a nuclear reactor are now being devel- This diversification of project areas enables 
oped by Garrett’s AiResearch divisions. Under the engineer at Garrett to specialize or diversify 
evaluation are dynamic and static systems which according to his interest, not only making work 
convert heat into a continuous electrical power more interesting but increasing the opportunities 
supply for space flight missions of extended dura- for responsibility and advancement. 

tion. Component and material developments for An orientation program lasting several months 
these systems are being advanced in the fields of is available for the newly graduated engineer, 
liquid metals, heat transfer, nonmechanical and working on assignments with highly experienced 
turboelectric energy conversion, turbomachinery, engineers in laboratory, preliminary design and 
alternators and controls. development projects. In this way his most profit- 

Besides solar and nuclear power systems for able areas of interest can be found. 
space applications, other product areas at Garrett For further information about a career with 
include small gas turbine engines, environmental The Garrett Corporation, write to Mr. G. D. 
systems for advanced flight vehicles, cryogenic Bradley in Los Angeles. 

THE > CORPORATION 

AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions 

Los Angeles 45, California * Phoenix, Arizona 

Systems and Components for: aiRCRAFT, MISSILE, SPACECRAFT, ELECTRONIC, NUCLEAR AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
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PHOTOGRAPHY PROVIDES KEY IN At present the English transla- from a by-product of nuclear reac- 
TRANSLATING MACHINE tion emerges in a rough but mean- tors into electricity to power ad- 

Photography, the recording me- ingful form for refinement by vanced satellites and space probes 
dium that stores: the greatest human translators. for at least a year. The conversion 

amount. of information in the When more cf the capacity of system in the 125-watt unit uses no 
smallest space, is the key to suc- the photographic disk is used, it moving parts. 
cess of the Air Force’s new trans- will store about 500,000 Russian The generator is called SNAP 
lating machine that changes Rus- words and idioms on a single sur- I-A (System for Nuclear Auxillary 
sian to English at the rate of 40 face. Words are printed in a line Power ). It is similar in principle to 
words per minute. code of bars and spaces. SNAP-3, a grapefruit-sized device 

Previous translating — machines The glass disks are sent pre- which was first demonstrated pub- 
have usually been modified com- formed to Kodak in Rochester, licly by President Eisenhower early 
puters. Their Russian-English N.Y. There they are coated with last year. 
“vocabularies” were stored on mag- high-resolution emulsion, then in- SNAP I-A is roughly egg- 
netic tape or punched cards. This spected microscopically for any — shaped, 34 inches long and 24 
limited both the size of the voca- flaws in the surface. inches in diameter. Most of its dull 
bualry that could be stored and Even with a 500,000 word vocab- metal surface is dotted with screw- 
the speed with which it could be ulary the disk barely scratches the headed caps marking the location 
searched clectronically for words surface of photography’s informa- of 277 thermocouples. The com- 
and phrases. tion storage capacity. ‘ plete generator weighs 175 pounds. 
__ Through photography, an entire A Kodak research scientist re- The new system promises more 

55,000 word vocabulary is stored cently disclosed that a high-resolu- power than any energy unit launch- 
in a ¥g-inch channel printed on a tion film, exposed with present ed into space so far either by the 
ten-inch glass disk. The channel is optics, is capable of storing 600 U.S. or the Soviet Union. Some sys- 
scanned vertically and horizontally million bits of information per tems have combined solar cells 
by electronics until the machine square inch. This means that the with chemical batteries to build up 
matches a Russian word—fed = entire contents of the Encyclope- to such wattage levels periodically, 
with punched tape—to its English dia Britannica could be stored on but these cannot operate continu- 
equivalent, which is then printed a single 4inch square piece of ously at high power. 
automatically on a typewriter. film Swe . | . 

Modifications of the machine will , Martin engineers point out that 
enable it to translate more than SNAP I-A SNAP 1-A, unlike solar cells, would 
2,400 Russian words per minute not be affected by the impact of 
with greater precision and better The Martin Company has started micrometeorites in space. Operat- 

grammar than it does now at the testing of a compact, lightweight ing independently of the sun, the 
slower rate. generator which can convert heat nuclear unit would have the addi- 
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tional advantage of being able to 1 
produce power while in the shadow i 7 A i: 
of the earth, The absence of moy- “a ~ bp a = SPACE FOR LIQUID ing parts in the conversion system PF gr i ON MERCURY SHIELD greatly reduces the chances of any sae eZ, ri Pe. ™ 
malfunction. a a ee oS | . | i a 

The fuel capsule for SNAP 1-A, Spe | Al TY CERIUM -144 which will not be inserted until Q | 3 ok . if fl dee 
electrical and environmental tests Ry (As Ta I a 
of the rest of the system are com- 5 ‘4G ¢ : ay | . i 
plete, will be located at the very — K A Serre) 7) a ‘enter OF —— ea : RADIANT HEAT A ww DEAK il center of the generator, supported REFLECTOR LG i\\seeei- 7. 
by light metal tubing. The cap- SN) ub. ak af GOOrING COILS USED sule will contain tightly-sealed pel- ok | ak (OME Ws GROUND HANDLING 
lets of a radioactive material called Ye | eS) RN 
Cerium-144, which decays _Spon- Ne “ IN 7 2 1) oer] taneously, producing heat in the i\ WN Le GF 
metal around it. s ieee — 

i As the inner ends of the ther- Qe 
moelectric elements are heated, the F re ie gh 
outside ends always remain some- u 
what cooler, so that the difference i, 
in temperature produces a small , 
electric current in each pair. These 
thermocouples are connected in —Courtesy of Martin Co. 
series to add up to 125 watts at 28 Cutaway drawing of SNAP I-A shows inner components of the 125-watt system for volts. Tests being conducted now auxiliary power now undergoing preliminary tests. 
use as electrical heater to simulate 
the fuel. bital velocity. Once in orbit, the right, ferrite core coils cn cither Cerium-144 is a normal by-prod- fuel capsule is designed to burn up side of the front bumper pick up 
uct of the fission process in all completely upon reentry into the electrical signals from the road. 
nuclear reactors. The material atmosphere. Signal strength varies with the which ultimately will power SNAP During ground-handling opera- pickup coil’s distance from the I-A is being separated from other tion before launch, the hollow in- road wire. From an individual coil fission products at the Oak Ridge terior of SNAP 1-A can be filled the 2 ke signal is amplified and National Laboratory of the AEC with liquid mercury, which acts as fed to one of two warning lights. 
and will be supplied to Martin in a shield for its radiation. This could Intensity of the light is propor- 
sealed form early next year for use be drained, moments before lift-off, tional to deviation toward that in the ground test unit. to reduce the weight of the pay- side. In addition, the signal from As the radioisotope decays, the — Joad. either side or pickup coil is ap- amount of heat it produces will plied to a network that feeds a gradually decrease. Vor this rea- ELECTRO LANE speaker only after a pre-set level 
son, SNAP 1-A has been built with Electro Lane, an experimental is reached. Thus, a driver will be a _temperature-sensitive shutter, — device that visibly or audibly warns alerted by light or sound, or both, 
which will let some of the heat a motorist when he’s too close to if he is too far toward the right 
leak out at the beginning of opera- the pavement edge or centerline, pavement edge or toward the left tion but will gradually clamp shut. will be put to practical use at Gen- roadway centerline. 
Thus the electrical output will re- eral Motors Proving Grounds. The director of GM Proving 
main constant at 125 watts for a Somewhat comparable to the Grounds wants to determine the full year and then will taper off, “beam” by which aircraft pilots success of the device in warning 

A solar cell system with the same keep course from one airport to his drivers of fatigue or drowsi- constant output might be compar- another, Electro Lane was devel- ness. This is a problem even with able to SNAP 1-A in weight, but oped by Electronics and Instru- some experienced, expert test 
would be much bulkier unless a mentation Department of GM Re- drivers, just as it is with many 
complex mechanical device were search Laboratories. Last Jan. 13, motorists on public highways, 
used to keep the cells pointed to- GM _ Research demonstrated it to The Proving Grounds Installa- ward the sun. Unoriented cells the Highway Research Board, tion will give engineers valuable 
would have to cover an area of This will be its first realistic test experience with the device similar more than 100 square feet. on vehicles using GM_ Proving to a public road system. 

Extensive and conclusive tests Grounds’ four-mile Ride and Han- If Electro Lane proves success- have been carried out under con- dling Loop which resembles a con- ful on the four-mile Ride and Han- 
tract to the AEC to assure that the ventional two-lane highway. In the dling Loop, which consists of as- radioisotope fuel of SNAP 1-A center of each lane is a wire in the sorted road surfaces, it will be con- 
would not be released if a satellite- pavement radiating low frequency sidered for other roads of the Prov- carrying rocket exploded on the (2 kilocycle) power. ing Grounds’ 65-mile system. 
launch pad or failed to reach or- When a car veers to the left or (Continued on page 54) 
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NS © See aC ia\ oo. oF es « [| ~_ —_ Thomas O'Connell (B.S. in M.E., Notre Dame, ’54; M.B.A., New —“~, oe ay TF «4 ~~ | York University, '60). Recently, as part of his job in marketing fa .... . a , _ . _ | at IBM, he found himself assisting the customer technicians 
* . ' a Pot : 5 é ' . a “~; i i with the design problems of one of the world’s busiest bridges. 

Riek. Eee age Ee - = , a 

: % i os ha 

"| WHAT’S AN IBM MAN GOT TO DO 
| WITH REDESIGNING A BRIDGE? 4 

7 | 
: ae suas : a 4 Tom O'Connell is an engineer working in marketing areas as an | = “ o£ @ 

a IBM Data Processing Representative. His job is to introduce we . 2 _ me | u | management to the advantages of electronic data processing. _ — oe  ... i i Once they have acquired an IBM system, he acts as a con- a ae a 9 _ |“) sultant on new uses for the system. 
, . ; + . a > | A Spectacular Engineering Achievement. How is he helping to i ie a Pe 2 a te = “= redesign a bridge? One of his clients is the agency which con- Mie a Pa ee ___ structs and operates transportation facilities in the New York-  , ~ le — — | . New Jersey area. Recently, they began to add a lower deck to Pe “eh 2. . the George Washington Bridge. It has been a spectacular engi- PRS tinea tC. Pe | neering achievement. Sections were brought up the Hudson — ‘ba i, _ © ___ River on barges and hoisted hundreds of feet into position. All nf —. = — Mie this while heavy traffic continued in both directions. '\— i. fs ge. . a ~— Ee = This double-decking of one of the world’s busiest bridges took — — | complex planning. An IBM system materially aided in the veri- - i —~ _*®. _ fication of bridge design calculations and in suspension bridge — —_— rr |__| truss analysis under various loading conditions. Tom O'Connell a 2 a. oe |_| supplied many of the computer programs that were used in |_. © a conjunction with other programs developed by the customer. 

ss i Tom now knows a lot more about the problems of bridge design. 
— — J SF || A Job That Makes News. One of the exciting aspects of Data ss | Processing Marketing at IBM is this wide diversity of systems a ~~ FF | application. Using the knowledge a man has gained in college, ss and backed by the comprehensive training he receives at IBM, 

: ._—. | he moves into many kinds of application areas. The areas are 
2 ___eaiways interesting, sometimes newsworthy. In fact, almost 
: ' every day newspapers carry stories about new applications of 
7 computer systems in important areas of business, industry, 
: science and government. 
i If you would like to find out in more detail about the many kinds 
‘ of marketing opportunities at IBM, our representative will be 

visiting your campus soon. He’ll be glad to sit down with you 
and discuss the reasons why marketing is a career with a . 
virtually unlimited future. Your placement office can make an 
appointment. Or you may write, outlining briefly your back- 
ground, to: 

Harley A. Thronson 

IBM Corporation 

618 S. Michigan Ave. 
: Chicago 5, Ill. a 

_ Wp . : You naturally have a better chance to grow with a growth company. 

~~. .
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THE DIVERSITY 
m Command Control and 

OF ELECTRONICS Information Processing 

ACTIVITY AT HUGHES PRO- — = Mro-tlectronics m Linear Accelerators 

VIDES AN IDEAL ENVIRON- — = Gamma Rays 
@ Nuclear Fission 

MENT FOR THE GRADUATING m Remote Handling Devices 
m Photoconductive Materials 

ENGINEER OR PHYSICIST. a Etectroluminescence | 
m Solid State Display Devices 

THESE ACTIVITIES INCLUDE: gs terminal Communications 
@ Line-of-Sight UHF and 

@ Polaris Guidance Development VHF Relay Systems 
mw Army/Navy Computer Systems @ Air Traffic Regulation and 
m Space Ferry Landing System 
@ Fixed Array Antennas @ Pincushion Radar 

@ Fire Control Radar Systems a Logi-Scale General Purpose 
Pulsed Doppler Radar and Computer 

Anti-Submarine Warfare mw Radar Closed Loop Tester 
@ Naval Tactical Display Systems @ Missile-Range Ship 
@ 3-Dimensional Radar Instrumentation 
@ Air-to-Air Missiles @ Precision Trajectory 
m Space Propulsion Systems Measurement System 

m Tunnel! Diodes m Space Vehicle Subsystems 
w Infrared Devices m Telemetering Systems 
@ Satellite Active Repeater @ Radiation Sources, Detection, 

Development Handling Equipment and 

m Wide Band Scanning Antenna Effects Analysis 
Feed Systems @ Inertial Missile Guidance 

g Microwave Antennas and Systems 
Radomes m Machine Tool Controls 

@ Guidance and Navigation g Microwave Tubes 

Computers m@ Transistors and Diodes 

@ Satellite Communication = Rectifiers 
Systems @ Thermal and Magnetic Relays 

@ Satellite Reconnaissance Drone @ Crystal Filters 

m World-Wide Communications @ Digital Components and Devices 
Networks m Plasma Physics Research 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND PHYSICISTS 
B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. (Mid-Year and June Graduates) 

Members of our staff will conduct 

December 9, 1960 

Find out more about the wide range of programs, unique 
- Professional Register, advanced educational programs and 

oe a relocation allowances offered by Hughes. 

a ; Ge a For interview appointment or informational literature consult 
4 u (AN your College Placement Director. Or write Hughes College 

Ve 24g Placement Office, P.O, Box 90515, Los Angeles 45, California. 

oe CREATING A NEW WORLD WITH ELECTRONICS 

6 9 G L r —T ae : ' ! 
yo | | HUGHES |: 

— ' 1 
Dieta ir mccreemneneereeereser ema 

a HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

bs Culver City, El Segundo, Fullerton, 
pp Malibu, Newport Beach, Oceanside, 
‘ Los Angeles, Calif.; Tucson, Arizona 
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by R. Byron Bird 

Chairman of Graduate Committee 

HE graduate program in _ sian). In this connection it would motivated to a large extent by a 
chemical engineering has as be well to encourage those plan- desire to contribute to the solution 
its objective the training of ning to go to graduate school at — of some of the key unsolved prob- 

the future leaders in research and any university to take two to four — lems of the modern chemical in- 
teaching. The department is proud semesters of German or Russian dustry. It is hoped that the results 
to count among its students some — while undergraduates, of these research efforts will ulti- 
of the top-ranking graduates from Most of the graduate students’ mately provide the basis for better 
many departments of chemical en- time is occupied in research, indi- design methods, better materials, 
gineering both in the U.S. and vidual study, and informed ex- better production techniques, and 
abroad. And the department is also change of ideas by means of con- “better living through chemistry.” 
proud of the many Ph.D.’s who, ferences, seminars, or friendly Some of the areas of interest to 
after leaving Madison, | have as- arguments. The research 7 the the chemical engineering research sumed responsible positions in in- chemical engineering department is professors are: fabrication of films, 
dustry, government, and teaching. fibers, and reinforced plastics; ap- 

The graduate student in chem- 7 ; plications of transport phenomena 
ical engineering takes a handful of = Lig ie in ionic systems; measurements of 
advanced chemical engineering oa Ce j} . transport properties of dense gases; 
courses, which emphasize the key | | | a “fi =, rheology of high polymers and 
research interests in this field, such a . ft | _ their solutions, semi-permeable 
as: thermodynamics, fluid dynam- RCT | aos of - membranes and behavior of adhe- 
ics, diffusional operations, kinetics is es ie | _ sives; the nature of solid catalysts 
and catalysis. In addition he seeks ili ‘Ts _f and their role in enchancing chem- 
to add to his storehouse of basic el. D | ean ical reactions; dependence of chem- 
information by taking four or five , oo 7 fe = sical reaction rates on structure of 
courses in a minor—usually mathe- ff al | a i ‘organic molecules; automation, 
matics, physics, or chemistry; the aaa - lll process dynamics, and simulation 
applied fields must always draw £ | Qe ai » techniques; use of applied mathe- 
heavily on the basic sciences for 7% ||]; 1 4 a au matics, numerical analysis, and 
new techniques, ideas, and inspira- a | iy : i ro statistics to solve chemical engi- 
tion, Graduate students must also | y. wg a neering problems: electrochemical oe ; ane ma al SI ? pass examinations to prove their ee lth . i. processes and corrosion pheno- 
proficiency in reading scientific ae mena : : ) 2 er a _— works in two foreign languages : es 4B ee i 8: ; BE aus ce | ee Numerous fellowships are avail- (currently, the two most important dene ae Le ae. + : a o 2 7 : pone a fe eee able for qualified students. The foreign languages in chemical en- 1 +> le eee titi ic k 1 clearl : bg eae Ys | a, az = s keen, ¢ slearly gineering are German and Rus- etl e | - competition 1s_keen, me ower’ roo ee those students whose previous aca- 
Top—The chemical engineer at work oe ee Rs me demic records are outstanding have 

in the petroleum industry. y, pent the best opportunity for financial 

4 Bottom—John M. Ausman at work on“ ‘is - assistance for doing teaching or 
his regeneration of a single catalysis. Chemical Engineering Equipment research, THE END 8 
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by Arno T. Lenz 

Chairman, Civil Engineering Department 

RADUATE study in Civil gional Planning, Political Science, measuring water and oil are sup- 
G Engineering is spread over a and related fields in the College of | plemented by a small wind tunnel 

variety of fields, many of Letters and Science. Advanced so all fluids can be studied experi- 
which are more closely related to courses in City Planning and De- — mentally. Courses in Advanced 
studies outside engineering than sign are supplemented by those in Hydraulics and Fluid Mechanics, 
with each other. Generally, these Airports, Municipal Engineering Hydraulic Machinery, River and | 
fields may be classified as City Practice, Traffic Control, Highway hrigation, Water Power, and Hy- 
Planning, Highways, Hydraulics Engineering Materials and Admin- draulic Design are supplemented 
and Fluid Mechanics, Hydrology, istration, Photogrammetry, and with work in Hydrology in this de- 
Sanitary Engineering, Structures, River Basin Planning, and many partment and Advanced Mathe- 
Surveying and Photogrammetry. outside the college. These courses, — matics, Mechanics and related 

A student who desires to enroll together with research on prob- work in other departments through- 
for advanced work leading to the | lems found in the Madison and out the University. 
M.S. or Ph.D. degrees should de- Milwaukee areas and others Hydrology, justified as a sepa- 
termine his major interest and se- throughout the state and nation, rate field of study because it is so 
lect those courses which will give form the nucleus of this graduate closely related to other natural sci- 
him the broad or detailed training — program. ences in the physics of the earth 
he desires. It is usually highly de- series, is closely related to Meteor- 
sirable that the student beginning Hydraulics and Fluid Mechanics ology and Geology and graduate 
graduate work have a specific goal is a very broad field. The Hydrau- students are encouraged to broaden 
toward which he is working so that lic and Sanitary Laboratory on their backgrounds in those fields. 

both his courses and research can the shore of Lake Mendota pro- Hydrological Investigations and 
be coordinated toward that objec- vides facilities for experimental and River Basin Planning are of pri- 
tive. He should discuss his plans theoretical research, A low pres- mary importance along with the 
with the faculty member with sure water system supplied by lake applications of Hydrology in Water 

whom his interests are most closely water can provide up to ten cubic Power, Irrigation and River Hy- 
identified so this man will be able feet per second flow to an assort- draulics, Hydraulic Design, Hy- 
to serve as his major professor. ment of flumes and channels of — draulic Machinery, Water Supply, 
Those students presently employed various sizes and shapes for both and Sewerage. Some field work is 

away from Madison or enrolled at research and laboratory classes. A done on the collection of rainfall 

another school, can do this by cor- high pressure water system with and runoff records in cooperation 

respondence directed to the faculty a head of 200 feet supplies water with the Agricultural Research 
member if known or to the depart- for other experiments and an oil Service of the U. S. Department of 
ment chairman who will route the circulation system with pressures Agriculture, Records from the U, S. 

correspondence to the proper per- up to 2000 pounds per square inch, Weather Bureau, Geological Sur- 
son when the student indicates his rather unique in university labora- vey, and other governmental agen- 
professional interests. tories, is useful for special experi- cies are readily available for these 

Advanced work in City Planning mentation. Pumps, piping and me- studies. 

frequently is coordinated with Re- ters used for transporting and (Continued on page 56) 

Top—A_ freeway story on the Los 

Angles X-way. It is named the “Stack”. 

4 Bottom—Joe Mauna working on_ his 

“High rate sludge digestion” project. 
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EL. i ng. . ectrica geneen ng 

by Prof. V. C. Rideout 
Chairman of Graduate Committee 

HE graduate program in there are about half-a-dozen In addition to assigned research 
"Tetectica Engineering is a courses at the 100 and 200 levels— _assistantships, there are unassigned 

large one with about 40 Mas- some of which, however, appear in assistantships, as well as university 
ter of Science and 8 Doctor of — more than one classification. scholarships and fellowships for 
Philosophy students graduating One of the important decisions a for which the interested student 
each year. Because of this size a new graduate student must make — should apply (get forms in the 
large number of courses can be — is his choice of a major professor Departmental office and make ap- 
supported at the 100 and 200 to direct his thesis research, and plication by Feb, 15). These forms 
levels, providing many choices of | advise him on courses selection. also apply to some fellowships 
area of specialization for the This selection may have some such as the Bacon Fellowship. 
student. financial overtones, for most pro- There are other fellowships for 
Among the more important pos- _ fessors interested in research will which the interested student should 

sible areas of specialization which have one or more WARF (Wiscon- _ apply. Most important are the Na- 
are a part of Electrical Engineer- sin Alumni Research Foundation) tional Science Foundation Fellow- 
ing are research assistantship’s assigned to ships. Watch billboards for an- 

Network Theory him which he wants to fill. nouncements on_ these, Applica- 
Control System Studies tions must usually be made in Feb- 
Electromagnetic Fields and Erne ruary for fellowships starting in the 

Microwave Circuits ( pa following ° egies d should 1 ‘ati stems a ss | Se n conclusion a word should be 
eee tee ms and In - a er said in support of the idea of tak- 

Rotating Machines ee & es ing graduate work at all, for the 
Electronics ie... 5 \ oe 2 strain of four years and 146 credits 

Power Distribution Systems iE haere : see may leave even the most capable Computers and Computing 8 sie ie’ me ff" @ student a bit weary of the educa- 
i: - : ir Me (Ci f © : tional process. Perhaps the strong- 
These areas, in turn, include sub- S84 _ paracers| * Ce est arguments in favor of advanced 

areas. Thus in electroncis an area pt ff Sh ats & degree work came from the B.S. 
of specialization might be in tran- mad f rear te oo = graduates who return for such work 
sisitors, thermistors, zener diodes oe IN cealeeslceneeel| s-sg"=e = after a few years in industry, often 
or discharge in gases. In each of EE) rer eS at considerable sacrifice. Their mo- 
the above areas of specialization i : \} Bee tive is usually the desire to get 

\ 2) fh item, | more opportunity to do the inter- 
: os A ea A al i $4 esting, non-routine research jobs Top—One of the computers available : oe. Voi. Pe *€ : > . : Tate, 

to graduate students at the University . fe eae fF Se ere or to prepare to go into teaching, 
4 of Wisconsin. a e) PSs” Be sure to talk to such people, and 

Bottom—James Beyer at work finding ie / 2 tee i vs ether graduate students as well, ihe: loses ih transmission‘iof microwaves. ee MINT before you make your decision on 
He is doing this project for the army. Electrical Engineering student at work. graduate work. 
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CL LRCPUnG: CCRANIC. 

by Prof. George W. J. Washa 

Chairman, Mechanics Department 

HE Department of Engineer- fluid mechanics, stress analysis, large variety of research problems. 
"Tine Mechanics has offered theory of elasticity, theory of plas- Special laboratories are available 

graduate work leading to the ticity, elastic stability, and experi- for various tests of metal properties 
M.S. and Ph.D. degrees over along mental techniques. In addition he such as fatigue, creep, static and 
period of time, even though it has is expected to become familiar with impact properties. Experimental 
only recently, September, 1959, advanced mathematical methods stress determinations may be made 
started an undergraduate curricu- such as Laplace, Fourier and Han- by photoelastic methods and by 
lum leading to the B.S. degree in kel transforms, complex variables, various types of strain gages. In the 
Engineering Mechanics. Graduate differential equations, and ad- soils laboratory problems of con- 
students in Engineering Mechanics vanced calculus. solidation, shear strength, perme- 
have come from other Engineer- In the Materials option the stu- ability, bearing capacity and clas- 
ing disciplines and from Applied dent is expected to attain a work- sification may be solved. The vibra- 
Mathematics and Mechanics. ing knowledge of the branches of tions laboratory is equipped for 

In order to earn an M.S. degree Mechanics required for the Ana- work on problems in dynamics and 
a student is expected to take 24 lytical option and to take some mechanical vibrations. ; 
credits beyond the B.S, degree and work in advanced mathematics. In Some idea of the wide range of 
to attain a working knowledge of addition he is required to develop thesis topics covered in Engincer- 
the following subjects: advanced proficiency in the general experi- ing Mechanics is provided by the 
statics and dynamics, materials of mental techniques and in one or following list of representative 
construction, advanced strength of | more of the following fields that titles: 
materials, applied mathematics, apply in his case: wood products, Dynamic Balancing Machines 
and experimental stress analysis. soils, metals, plastics, concrete and Mechanical Vibration Isolation 
A thesis is usually required. masonry materials, The required Soil Stabilization Methods for 
Two options for the Ph.D. are proficiency may be attained by Evaluating Soil Bearing Ca- 

available in the Department. In completing a carefully selected pacity 
the Analytical option the student — group of additional courses in En- Stresses and Deflections of a 
is expected to attain a working — gineering Mechanics and in related Thin Cylindrical Shell Radially 
knowledge of the following fields such as Physical Chemistry, Loaded Along an Element 
branches of Mechanics: advanced Physics in the Solid State, and Deformation cf Metals Under 
statics and dynamics of rigid Metallurgy, and completing a the- Combined Tension and Tor- 
bodies, particle dynamics, ad- sis in the field of specialization. sion 
vanced strength of materials, mate- The thesis in either the Analytical Force Analysis of a Reinforced 
rials of construction, vibrations, or Materials option requires one Pipe Junction 

academic year of work or the equi- Minimum Restrictions on Energy 

Top—Richard R, Ruegemer perform- valent, - oe Method m Elasticity - . @ ing a torsion fatigue experiment on a Excellent laboratory facilities are Banding Analysis of Direction- 
notched shaft. available for physical and mech- ally Reinforced Pipe 

Bottom—Baikunth P. Ambasht deter.  Hical_ tests. of materials. The Durability of Concrete Subject 
mining the buckling properties of an cement and concrete laboratories to Freezing and Thawing 
aluminum plate with a central hole. are equipped to take care of a (Continued on page 57) 
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Development testing of liquid hydrogen-fueled rockets is car- 

tied out in specially built test stands like this at Pratt & 

Whitney Aircraft’s Florida Research and Development Center. 

Every phase of an experimental engine test may be controlled 

by engineers from a remote blockhouse (inset), with closed- 

circuit television providing a means for visual observation. 
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ratt & Whitney Ai ft? ra Iitmne IrCcralt. 

oe  ~—EeEeM / / 

Regardless of your specialty, you would work in a A ee ce ( f ( — 
gee Ok ge | i ba | favorable engineering atmosphere. Nace ~~ a) : i [. : a | 

at A i ey i 
Back in 1925, when Pratt & Whitney Aircraft was j D2 | 4 ace t 
designing and developing the first of its family of ou to — eT | 

. * 4 wi a od history-making powerplants, an attitude was born—a ar | 

recognition that engineering excellence was the key = : 

to success. At P&WA's Connecticut Aircraft Nuclear Engine Lab- 
oratory (CANEL) many technical talents are focused 

That attitude, that recognition of the prime impor- on the development of nuclear propulsion systems for 

tance of technical superiority is still predominant at future air and space vehicles. With this live mock-up 
of a reactor, nuclear scientists and engineers can 

P&WA today. determine critical mass, material reactivity coefficients, 

. control effectiveness and other reactor parameters. 
The field, of course, is broader now, the challenge ——— a 
greater. No longer are the company’s requirements sl -—_——Se £ 

confined to graduates with degrees in mechanical I | oa se “= 
and aeronautical engincering. Pratt & Whitney Air- = +l “a 

craft today is concerned with the development of a Pee = — 2 
jee 4 2 a7 

all forms of flight propulsion systems for the aero- | s oa mar = a / 

space medium—air breathing, rocket, nuclear and ] te me oes 
other advanced types. Some are entirely new in | oe eae 
concept. To carry out analytical, design, experimental Representative of electronic aids functioning for P&WA 
or materials enginecring assignments, men with engineers is this on-site data recording center which 

degrees in mechanical, aeronautical, electrical, chem- can provide automatically recorded and computed 
. . . data simultaneously with the testing of an engine. This 
ical and nuclear enginecring are needed, along equipment is capable of recording 1,200 different 
with those holding degrees in physics, chemistry values per second. 

and metallurgy. 4... Co 
i o 

Specifically, what would you do?—your own engi- igi , i , 
neering talent provides the best answer. And Pratt Peel 
& Whitney Aircraft provides the atmosphere in which ee i i . a 6 7 

a Ne . ae te 
that talent can flourish. = et . . eee a 

ee 0D” lL eS j = 
\\ ws : Joo 

me s&s ay Oo ow 
No i ME tp tt A 

. y . Hse : — a Qk é 
For further information regarding an engineering die f so ; _ 4 

career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your col- Studies of solar energy collection and liquid and vapor 
M P. Azi power cycles typify P&WA’s research in advanced 

lege placement officer or write to Mr. R. . zinger, space auxiliary power systems. Analytical and Experi- 
Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, mental Engineers work together in such programs to 
East Hartford 8, Connccticut. establish and test basic concepts. 

eo & Oy 
Lon, at PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 

‘|G < Sas Division of United Aircraft Corporation 
> _& CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS — East Hartford 
s> FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER — Palm Beach County, Florida 
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Vike J L } eCCRaAnICA ng Meering 

by Ralph J. Harker | 
Chairman, Mechanical Engineering | 

SUCCESSFUL graduate _pro- cludes specialists in many of the — automatic controls, friction and lu- 
Awe requires a competent recognized areas of Mechanical brication, motion and time study, 

faculty and adequate re- Engineering. welding and metal-cutting. Analog 
search facilities. Other factors Thesis research is performed in computer facilities are available, as 
which are desirable include finan- a number of well-equipped labo- well as access to the digital com- 
cial support for graduate students, ratories. Research facilities are puter facilities of the Numerical 
a well-rounded series of graduate available in the fields of heat trans- Analysis Laboratory. 
courses, an attractive campus, and _ fer, combustion, vaporization, heat- 
satisfactory housing. ing and ventilating, gas turbines, In addition to the competitive 

The Department of Mechanical vehicle dynamics, magnetohydro- graduate fellowships and research 
Engineering at the University of dynamics, experimental stress — assistantships which are available 
Wisconsin has a_ well-developed analysis, vibration, oil hydraulics, to all students in the College of 
program leading to both the Mas- Engineering, the Department 
ter of Science and the Doctor of awards a number of WARF Re- 
Philosophy degree, Current gradu- search Assistantships and indus- 
ate enrollment on the Madison ge, ~ 1B AS ot a trial fellowships, All of the awards 
campus consists of 79 students, of Pras Ys a indicated allow the recipient full 
which 33 are candidates for the ee | EE ro trial fellowships, Industrial fellow- 
Ph.D. degree. An additional 79 ep) a T rT ae ships, currently are awarded for 
graduate students are enrolled in l de —  ccemem Ja 7 = study in the department by the 
the evening off-campus program at am LY ee —— Caterpill ar ‘Tractor Company, 
Milwaukee. af Vir. * = 2 Pa Cummins Engine Foundation, Ev- 

The graduate faculty in the De- Ej / int) dalle ee inrude, General Motors and the 
partment comprises seventeen men i, 7 ap Ve = a hi % Trane Company. Stipends vary 

who are serving as major profes- may ee ge og from $1500 to about $3000 per 
sors; that is, they advise on pro- Be SS — — 
grams and act as thesis supervisors ee PES : 
for the graduate students. This fac- BA ‘e Bas fas een > se Opportunities for qualified Me- 

ulty group represents an unustal 7 Speaiye ag My a“ oar) chanical Engineers with advanced 
combination cof academic framing \ ua » Me, academic training are multiplying and engineering experience, and in- = Ye with increasing emphasis on re- 

Top—Dramatic progress in the past ? > a | ) | search and_ theoretical considera- 
41 years of aviation is depicted here as ae | tions in industry, Students with 

@ a jet-powered Boeing B-47 zips past a demonstrated scholastic aptitude 1912 pusher-type plane. Mechanical en- Hie SHRDURAGAd lertake grad- 
gineers have been responsible for much oe 2 are encouraged to undertake g) 
of this progress. | | > uate study in order that they may 

Bottom—Paul W. Ing working on his = , : be adequately beepers for careers 
project, a single component—two phase —Photo Courtesy of Falk Corp. mn engineering research, design, or 
heat transfer. Mechanical Engineering Products teaching. THE END 
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ee e ° ° 
Mining and Metallurgical Engineering 

by Professor P. C. Rosenthal 

Chairman, Department of Mining and Metallurgy 

RADUATE work in the Management Relations offer the erties of metals and alloys and their 
G sei of Mining and Metal- _ finest possible contribution to the — engineering use, Since the engi- 

lurgical Engineering is nor- completion of advanced education neering use of metals depends on 
mally carried out in three areas. in mining and mineral industry en- their production in usable forms, a 
These three areas are: gineering. portion of the graduate program is 

. . concentrated in the metal casting 
Mining Engineering Mineral Concentration and and metal-forming fields. While 

Areas for independent studies Extractive Metallurgy there are many specialized fields of 
and research are open pit and un- Based on, the concept that the research available to the graduate 
derground mining development, eventual utilization of low grade student, one given special attention 

methods, operational techniques  F¢ deposits within the continental in the Mining and Metallurgical 
and related studies in the field of United States is essential to our — Engineering Department is _fo- 
rock mechanics, minerals bene-  2tional economy and security, the cused on the behavior of stecls ex- 
ficiation, mining geology and graduate program in the fields of posed to hydrogen at high tempera- 
economics mineral concentration and extrac- tures and pressures such as found 

A br ad Jecti f related tive metallurgy is being directed in the petroleum industry. The 
Roa selechon! Of relates towards this end. basic behavior of metallic mate- 

COUTSES: IS available to support such Principal graduate studies in this rials in fatigue is being studied 
study. The many courses in ad- geld include the newer techniques from several different angles under 
vanced engineering and basic sci; of metal recovery, particularly an NSF grant. Fundamental studies 
ence subjects give the graduate those applicable to the less com- are being carried out on several 

student remarkable a oe mon and more exotic metals. Re- aspects of heat treatment and 
ena tg. um 7 = aed. into search includes flotation, electro- phase transformations, Studies in 
any aewanieed’“seren’ne anc nS" static-dynamic and clectromagne- _ physical metallurgy provide a good 
neering phase of mining. Within 4i¢ concentration, chemical process- foundation for careers in mate- 
the department are offered excel- ing and direct gaseous reduction. rials engineering. 

lent coumses in mineral dressing, Although low grade chromite Graduate assistantships of vari- 
materials handling, mineral indus- and other ores are being investi- ous kinds are available in the De- 
try economics and the science of gated, the large reserves of low partment of Mining and Metallurg- 
ground control. . ; grade iron ore in the Wisconsin ical Engineering. Some of these 

Available elective subjects in ad- Gogebic range have become the come from funds granted by the 
vanced geology, economics, Busi- principal target for this research, University Research Committee 
ness Administration and Labor and with the hope of eventually devel- and others from industry sponsored 

oping an economic process for projects. The graduate degrees of 

Top—The product of the Metallurgi- their utilization. Master of Science and Doctor of 
cal Engineer comes forth. Physical Metall Philosophy can be earned by quali- 

a Bottom—John C. Bierlein running a Physic yee ste oy . fied students in cither Mining or 
ditatometer temperature test on sand hysical metallurgy is concerned Metallurgy, 
specimen. with the basic structure and prop- THE END 
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by Prof. Max W. Carbon 

Chairman of Nuclear Engineering Committee 

UCLEAR engineering is a young and rapidly and to develop new materials; to the study of means 

growing field based on principles of nuclear to control thermonuclear reactions; and to the study of 
physics and of conventional engineering disci- direct conversion of thermal-to-electrical energy in 

plines. Primary among these principles is the inter- nuclear reactors. The field may be expected to expand 
action of radiation with matter—such phenomena as in many of these directions, and nuclear engineering 
the scattering of neutrons and gamma rays by atoms will remain at the frontier of technological research 
and nuclei, the fissioning of heavy nuclei, the forma- and development for many years to come. 
tion of radioactive isotopes, and the displacement of Nuclear engineering is thus a field of graduate study 
atoms in crystals during radiation bombardment. which offers exceptional opportunities for engineering 

Other considerations of vital importance to the field — or science students with strong backgrounds in modern 
include the metallurgy of new materials such as ura- physics and mathematics. The growing demands of 
nium, zirconium, and beryllium; conventional and industry, government, and education will afford fine 

newer techniques of transferring heat such as the use opportunities for a professional career to the graduate 
of liquid metals; electronic instrumentation and auto- nuclear engineer—opportunities ranging from research 
matic control techniques; chemical separation proc- and development through design, process control, man- 
esses; and thermal-stress theories. ufacturing, and administration. 

Present applications of nuclear engineering include . 
the design and use of rectors for central-station power Further Information 
plants and for the propulsion of naval vessels, and the For further information on admission to graduate 
use of radiation for tracer and measurement applica- school, fees, and housing consult the Bulletin of the 
tions in industrial production and research. In addi- University of Wisconsin Graduate School. 
tion, extensive research and development efforts are Information about financial support on the details of 
being devoted to the design of reactors for the pro- the Nuclear Engineering Program may be obtained by 
pulsion of aircraft and space vehicles; to the genera- writing to Prof. Max W. Carbon, Chairman of the 
tion of auxiliary power for space flight missions; to | Nuclear Engineering Committee, 324 Mechanical Engi- 
the use of radiation to influence chemical reactions neering Building, University of Wisconsin. 

The electronic analog simulator and operator training consoles 

for the Enrico Fermi atomic power plant near Monroe, Mich. 

Top—The simulator is an electronic working model of the 

« fast-breeder reactor. 

Left—Nuclear and liquid metal portion of the training station. 

Right—Steam and electrical portion of the training station. 

—Courtesy of Holley Carburetor Co. 
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Fellowshi d Scholarships Availabl 

t the University of Wi i 
The problem of money for graduate school is a very big one. You have already paid for four or five years 

of school and now the problem of paying for a few more years comes up. 

Each department has some of its own scholarships, fellowships, and grants to help the student through his 
work, There are also some grants that are common to all departments. Some of these are not used to their 
utmost by students and are worth looking into. 

Below is given some information about the grants that are common to all departments. 

TEACHING ASSISTANTSHIPS. (e) Closing date is November 4, 1960, with awards 
: : announced March 15, 1961 

OE. ITTe) Boe » is $19 7 > aca o ’ oar. 7 2 * - The current scale is $1950 for the ac udemic yeal. 9 Nor Graduate Fellowships. 

The apprentice is required to carry a half-time teach- mpeen . " a . ; 
in load, but le i allowed to carry 9 credits of aca- (a) Application forms are obtainable from Fellow- 
lei Oa ie NG AS Be ‘ won , “~ ship Office, National Academy of Sciences— 
SHEETS WOES: National Research Council, 2101 Constitution 

8 i Avenue, N. W., Washington 25, D. C. Later | 
RESEARCH ASSISTANTSHIPS; ASSIENED this semester, forms can also be obtained from 

The current scale is $1790 for the academic year or our Graduate School Office. 

$2148 for the calendar year. The appointee must do (b) The executed papers are to be transmitted to 
research work on a project for which funds have been the address given under 2 (a). 
appropriated and full academic credit is given for this (c) The student has a free choice of schools. 
research work. The student can take a full load (12 (d) Stipend this year is $1800 on an annual basis. 
credits) of graduate work, including research. plus all fees. 

(e) Applicants must be U. S. citizens. 
ALUMNI RESEARCH FOUNDATION RESEARCH (£) Closing date probably will be January 1, 1961. 

FELLOWSHIPS with awards being announced March 15, 1961. 
The current scale is $1830 and fees for an academic 

year or $2200 and fees for a calendar year. This award FULBRIGHT FELLOWSHIPS FOR STUDY ABROAD 
is made to outsinding students who are given a free 1. Information on Fulbright Fellowships and appli- 

choice of research projects. cation forms for 1961-62 appointments are available in 
the Graduate School Office, 150 Bascom Hall. 

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS 2. Applications for 1961-62 appointments are due in 
The current scale is $1790 for the academic year or the Graduate School Office by October 15, 1960. 

$2148 for the calendar year. The appointee works on Note: The posted printed announcements from the 
a thesis residence project. headquarters office in Washington, D. C., indicate a 

closing date of October 1, but this has been extended 
UNIVERSITY FELLOWSHIPS ASSIGNED locally to October 15. 

The current scale is $1700 for the academic year. For information about fellowships, scholarships, and 

grants for each department, write to the department 
NONRESIDENT TUITION SCHOLARSHIP at any of the following addresses. 

This pays the difference between resident and non- CHEMICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
resident tuition. 1002 Engineering Building 

Professor R. A, Ragatz, Chairman 

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
PROGRAM 207 Mechanical Engineering Building 

Two separate and distinct programs are operated, as Erofessor A. T.. Lenz; Chairman 

indicated below. A student may apply for only one LEG THIOAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
7 : contions for J 2004 Engineering Building , “ nt: d " s 7 t s! is is type of appointment; applications for both will no professor H.-A, Peterson, CLatntion 

be accepted. 
en SR ‘i 1 4 q MECHANICS DEPARTMENT 

l. NSF Cooperative Graduate Fellowships. ; 2953 Enciocound Building 

(a) Obtain application papers from our Graduate Professor G. W. Washa, Chairman 

Sgn Eis pe Bascom Hall he alias MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
(b) The executec orms are sent fo the school you 210 Mechanical Enginecring Building 

wish to attend, If you wish to go to Wisconsin, Professor R. J. Harker, Chairman 
turn in the sors to your Loe ee MINING AND METALLURGICAL DEPARTMENT 

(c) Stipend is $2200 on annual vasis, plus all fees. 202 Mining and Metallurgy Building 

(d) Applicants must be U.S. citizens. Professor P. C, Rosenthal, Chairman 
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{ Field assignments, plus theoretical lab work (above), keep Larry Carmody’s engineering career stimulating. | 

! 
I . . . 

If your future is engineering, put 
I ! 
i ! 

. , \ yourself in Larry Carmody’s shoes 
I i \ 
I \ 
! Lawrence M. Carmody formed some firm con- ceiving more advanced training, he: { 
! victions about his future engineering career © designed mobile radio systems i 
I while a senior at Illinois Institute of Technology. : . aaa ! ! ¢ did path studies of radio circuit routes ! i ae a + ont ” 
! % 1, wanted to do significant work,” he says, @ worked on a special air-to-ground communi- | 
' ‘and have a variety of assignments that would : a sch | 
! ae : cations project for an airline { 
! broaden me and keep my job interesting. I . oo, . | 
1 wanted to make good use of my schooling and e did field work for a new, transistorized walkie- 
‘ express my own ideas. And, like anyone with talkie system developed by Bell Laboratories. 

! ambition, I wanted all the responsibility I could Today. Larry is planning and designing state- 
: handle and some genuine opportunities to keep wide long-distance facilities involving micro- i 
i moving ahead.” wave, carrier, and cable systems—projecting i 
| Larry got his B.S.E.E. degree in June, 1955. circuit needs as far ahead as 20 years. His 
| and went with Illinois Bell Telephone Company recommendations often represent hundreds of \ 
! in Chicago. He first worked in the Radio and thousands of dollars in equipment and facilities. : 

\ Special Services Group of the Transmission En- “Telephone company engineering is ‘tops’ in i 
! gineering Division. There, in addition to re- my book,” says Larry. i 

! Like to be in Larry’s shoes? Many young college men are pursuing e( EA i { 

1 careers just as rewarding with the Bell Telephone Companies. eel ! 

{ Why not find out about opportunities for you? Have a talk BELL ' 

( with the Bell interviewer when he visits your campus—and read TELEPHONE ! 

! the Bell Telephone booklet on file in your Placement Office. COMPANIES 1 
n ! 

I (eee em seceeeaeenetee ne eee et ntemmmne neensteeeaeel 
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SNEED’S REVIEW 
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¢/ ing in a practical fashion, telling most bookstores or direct from the 

him not only how to do things, but —_ publisher, Arco Publishing Com- 

also explaining the reasons why. pany, 480 Lexington Avenue, New 

All facts are presented in strict ac- York 17, N. Y., for $2.50 per copy. 

cordance with the National Elec- Fully clothbound, it contains 144 

P trical Code. pages jam-packed with photos, 

Q@ H. P. Richter has been Manager — drawings and how-to instructions. 

of Cost Department, D. W. Onan 

& Sons, and is a member of the In- STEREO HI-FI HANDBOOK 

PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL WIRING ternational Association of Electrical Joseph Marshall, 144 pages, $2.50 

H. P. Richter, 592 pages, $7.95 Inspectors. Even in a field as new as stereo, 

Practical methods for handling a knowledge of the basic principles 

wiring and_ installation jobs are HANDYMAN’S CONCRETE AND is needed, Though there is little in 

presented in this newly published MASONRY HANDBOOK print aimed at the hi-fi buff, this 

manual. It snows he oom a R. J. DeCristoforo, 144 pages, $2.50 situation is being remedied with 

carry out ¢ pes y ya . > new “Stereo Hi-Fi He Yt 

power witng obs on the farm, in Apparently, one of the easiest Se eet Sechelt orbers 

homes, factories, stores schools harne improveniet Os i nmsonry the basis pring ales an sy ‘with 

and other structures. a , gal Ginter, Many home stress on he how-to epee the 

In addition to presenting funda- handyrhen have leamed to their re- available equipment and Miown-to- 

mentals, terminology, basic prin- Bret thane tings Zalschood, pad have earth advice on purchasin x and as- 

ciples ‘theeory behind practices long wished fon authoritative sembling SampORCHE, oo“ 

and practical “wiring instructions, guide. This need i He fully Baus: This excellent new book can be 

the book includes hundreds of one fee itl ee publicutiqn ist divided into two parts The first 

the-job_ tips and short-cut “sugges- Handyman Concrete od few chapters tell ‘what stereo phonic 

tions. tofox Handbook” by R. J. DeCris- high-fidelity is all shou. and how, 

Thoroughly rewritten, the Sixth Foro. | in general terms, it is achieved. 

Edition has been revised to be in Complete in every way, each The’ remainder of the handbook 

line with the 1959 Edition of the Vital step in home concrete and describes the components needed 

National Electrical Code. The lat- — W&S0nty work is clearly outlined. to obtain good _ stereo. how to 

est procedures are reflected in a Not only the basic fundamentals choose, buy, and put them together 

special section of farm wiring prob- for mixing good concrete, expert prudently so you will get the most 

lems, and in another on principles tips in bricklaying, how to build fo; your money. The ten full chap- 

of good lighting. Included is the walks and driveways are included, ters, illustrated with more than 300 

analysis of wiring sectional ranges but also there are complete plans photographs and charts, deal with 

and ovens, covered in the 1959 for the construction of a concrete such subjects as: Understanding 

Code for the first time, In addi- — block garage and a family swim- stereo what you! can hear with 
tion, the book provides fresh cov-  ™ng pool. Over 300 illustrations stereo, loudspeakers, amplifiers, 
erage on wiring refrigerating type and drawings show even the most pick-ups and turntables, tuners, 
hermetic motors, recent types of inexperienced how to build ter- tape records, how to assemble and 
lighting, and on the characteristics TaCes, retaining walls, sewage dis- adjust, right down to a listing of 
and procedures of installing the posal units, dry wells, and many the best available tapes and discs. 

“MI” cable. other permanent conveniences. In all, this is one of the most com- 

The book is planned to enable “Handyman’s Concrete and Ma- plete books ever written on the 

the reader to learn electrical wir-  sonry Handbook” is available at subject. 
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“Stereo Hi-Fi Handbook” is published book. It describes in amplifiers, and nonlinear reactive 
available from bookstores or direct qualitative and quantitative terms amplifiers are given as an adjunct 
from the publisher, Arco Publish- the physical nature of various im- to their noise properties. In addi- 
ing Company, 480 Lexington Ave- portant noise sources, including tion to the standard theory of noise 
nue, New York 17, New York. In thermal agitation or resistance figure and its significance, a treat- 
addition to the full, how-to illustra- noise, shot noise in vacuum tubes ment is given of the more compre- 
tions, it contains 144 pages of text, and semiconductor junctions, noise hensive Haus—Adler theory of noise 
and is clothbound to make a per- from spontatneous emission of elec- measure. The book also presents a 
manent addition to any highfidelity tromagnetic radiation, and noise in comprehensive review of noise in 

technical library. gas discharges. Fundamentals the various methods of signal trans- 
Mr. Marshall has been identified needed for analyzing basic sources mission such as amplitude modula- 

with high-fidelity from its incep- of noise are covered, and methods tion, frequency modulation, and the 
tion. He is the designer of the — of measurement and design are different kinds of pulse modulation. 
Golden War series of amplifiers stressed. A discussion of the rela- W. R. Bennett has served on the 
and has served as a consultant to tion of signal and noise in com- Technical Staff of Bell Telephone 
some of the major hi-fi manufac- munication systems of various Laboratories since 1925, and rre- 
turers. types is included. sently holds the title of Data Com- 

In “Stereo Hi-Fi Handbook” he C . 3 munications Consultant. His long 
aq ‘ Joverage of recent advances in- ‘ ee ° 

has utilized his vast knoweldge and gs ae career in transmission research has 
° cludes a treatment of noise in tran- : ‘ gs 

years of experience to produce one fe egeccra , eemauenuerns . a included pioneer contributions to 
: sistors, masers, and parametric am- . 
of the most comprehensive books Poswe Spe methods of analyzing and controll- 

: plifiers. Among the subjects of spe- : : : . 
ever written for the stereo fan. fA bo caaetons mak ing noise. He has had many papers 

cial interest are the properties of aan : el daa 
. ; ' : published in technical journals on 

thermal noise and its relation to important problems in signal trans 
ELECTRICAL NOISE blackbody radiation, and an intro- in POPeait, problems i signal Hans 

W. R. Bennett, 288 pages, $10.00 duction to elementary mechanics mission. . . 
Fos wile s tri which is woven into the discus- Further information on Bennett's 

_How noise originates in electrical . f tl s. aaser and , on Electrical Noise is available from 
circuits, the terms in which it is Sion o# the maser and of noise in McGraw-Hill’s Industrial and 
described, how it is measured, and semiconductors Fundamental facts Business Book Information Service.. 
how circuits may be designed to about such devices as junction 327 West 41st Street, New York 

minimize undesirable effects from diodes, transistors, gas discharge 36, N. Y. 
noise are presented in this newly tubes, klystrons, traveling wave (Continued on page 52) 

Design for your future! DO A CQ 
Learn how to build the new Sf ric \d 

DEEP-STRENGTH iii 
Asphalt pavements eee Maa Gites ce 

Bovey i ‘ ‘ He aad an reared 4 
If you’re going into Civil Engineering, it will pay oO 

you to keep a close eye on Asphalt design devel- | 

opments. i : 
. CE faa eta ere 

Here, for example, is the latest from Oklahoma ; : 

... one of the new, DEEP-STRENGTH Asphalt | ees 

pavements the state is using on Interstate 40. me El A RA PA ee 
This one is outstanding because its base is 8 inches ee et ee oe ee 
of hot-mixed—hot-laid sand-Asphalt . . . no coarse oe cy ae Thea ies Soe 
aggregate. ; po erred a sa 

Why 8 inches? Why not 6 or 10? What did engi- ee on eens 
neers do to insure good drainage? What factors : ee ee 
set the design? a ao ae ae 

The Asphalt Institute answers questions like nak Se 
these . . . keeps you abreast of all the latest in the _s 
design of Asphalt Highways, the most durable Ribbons of velvet smoothness ...° Ssgsagine 
and economical pavements known. Would you ASPHALT-paved Interstate Highways “gee” 

like our new booklet, “Advanced Design Criteria 

for Asphalt Pavements’, or our “Thickness De- THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE 

sign Manual’? Write us. Asphalt Institute Building, College Park, Maryland 
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Meet a Challenge? 
At Delco Radio we’re meeting the staggering challenges of the 

Space Age with a combination of outstanding resources and abilities. 

Latest addition to the Delco complex of over one million 

square feet of modern laboratory, manufacturing and office facilities 

is the new 125,000 sq. ft. research and engineering center now 

under construction in Kokomo, Indiana. 

But physical resources are only half the story. Delco’s rise 

to prominence in the fields of electronics and solid state physics 

has been led by men of unusual abilities. 

And, just as it’s necessary to continue expanding our physical 

resources, we must continue to seek out capable men to meet the 

increasing challenges of the future. We need ambitious young 

men with new ideas—new talent. 

If a bold, aggressive program of action is what you’re interested in, 

write to Mr. Carl Longshore—Supervisor, Salaried Employment, 

or talk with our representative when he visits your campus. 

ee 
CS rr—“‘“‘ OC OO.DUCUOUOCOUCUCUCUCUCRREEE = 4 

ae ee 
po oo 
Uo ee eae / 

i erm rr asaneor ane saee esi ' 

SO NY le Bacolod Br = a ae 

DELCO'S NEWR&D CENTER / = : : o ap = — Bie = — == : : : S 5 | 

~~ DELCO RADIO DIVISION OF GENERAL MoTorS 

Kokomo, INDIANA 
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| 5 BEYOND 
g TODAY’S HORIZONS 

A helicopter equipped with a specially adapted radio system — this is the modern 

method Wisconsin Electric Power Company uses for emergencies and for routine pa- 

trol of its many miles of transmission lines. It is typical of the Company’s use of 

modern tools to solve present and future problems. 

Company engineers are currently developing the shape and form of transmission 

lines which will be part of the horizon in 1980 and beyond. Utilizing analog and 

digital computers, they are looking at the Company’s present 138,000 volt rural 

transmission system. Should it be replaced with extra high voltage lines, higher than 

some of the Company’s present 230,000 volt lines? Should a super power grid be 

mounted over the 138,000 volt system which would then become a sub-transmission
 

system? These are among the challenging plans that must be made today to suit 

an ever changing tomorrow. Imaginative, even revolutionary answers must be forth- 

coming from engineers like yourself. 

Plan now to ask our representatives about future opportunities in your field of 

engineering — excellent possibilities to pioneer in the future horizons of electric power. 

Xx] SYSTEM KEYS 
AS 

Wisconsin Electric Power Co. Wisconsin Michigan Power Co. Wisconsin Natural Gas Co. 
MILWAUKEE,

 
WIS. APPLETON, WIS. RACINE, WIS. ,. 
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| a | 4 bie | i l l ae This is a plastic and steel model of the nuclear 

| : i | J a) — a reactor that was used in the nation’s first full-scale 

i Bi i i a 4 oe ‘| i atomic power plant at Shippingport, Pa. The 

i a rh eit baa a fi L model shows the uranium core, or “heart” of the 

a, Th as Wl ae ay a reactor; extending upwards are the control rods, 

fi i J | b fl | i nit which control the amount of heat produced by the 

me ) ; eer di ] reactor. Westinghouse, under contract to the 

| I Lae : iL || aed : ; Atomic Energy Commission, designed and _ built 
fi | . wy al a ] lg the reactor for the Shippingport facility. Duquesne 

i Hs i Wl 7 Hi @ 4 ae : Light Company of Pittsburgh built the electric 

<= = gl “ i He a Hl ibe BY / generating portion of the plant and is operating 
. i i 7 L an i i a ge the entire plant after its completion in 1957. 
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...important, stimulating work ... for continuing advance- 

in your chosen field, for a ment consistent with your 

company that’s a leader in qualifications, working with 

Jobs at research—the development men who have made their 

of new products, new ways of mark, learning from men who 

producing them, and new have achieved. Here you are 

D U Po nt areas for their use. Du Pont’s given every encouragement to 

methods of training, extensive score your own success. Here 

offer modern equipment and work- you are an individual; your 

ane ~ d id 

ing atmosphere will help you own good ideas are wanted, 

work at the top of your ability, you are credited with them, 

help you keep growing. and you will be rewarded for 

them. 

CHEMISTS ENGINEERS 
PHYSICISTS 

MATHEMATICIANS 

due soon to receive a Bachelor’s, Master’s or Doctor’s degree... talk with your 

placement officer... or with our personnel representative when he is on campus. 

Or write us. E. Il. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Room 2430-11 Nemours 

Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware. 

Better Things for Better Living ... through Chemistry 
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ECHO DEPTH SOUNDER 
sets the starting microphone 

to some valuable properties, 
but also 

November, 
1928 work, In some instances 

where this certain limitations. 
It is probable 

. shielding 
effect is not available, 

that a certain small percentage 
will 

DEVICE 
attracting 

general the echo-receiving 
phone is fitted be used in the manufacture 

of 
Ai Heer i@ the Behin écho- with an arrangement 

which mo- printing papers. It is doubtful 
if 

Mnterest, 1s _ te ae ee mentarily 
throws it out of action this will ever exceed 20 per cent depth-sounder, 

This device ne * eis a oc . z : 
: % ° ; as the cartridge 

is fired. if the same quality of paper is de- is designed 
to enable soundings 

sired that is used at the present 
to be made at sea by noting the sree ap as USER ae ene presen 
time interval taken by a sound to CORNSTALK 

PAPER time. 
travel from the surface to the bot- i 
tom and then to return as an echo. Spell, 1929 RADIO ALTIMETER The true basis of the invention 

is The last weeks of 1929 record an eve aah 78 at i March, 1930 
an instrument 

capable 
of measur- 

an event which is of great import- 
" . . 

ing time down to the thousandth 
ance to printing, 

engineering, 
and A method of judging depth by 

art of a sccond. ‘This: mstrume agricultural 
circles—the 

successful 
means of radio impulses has been part of a second, 

s instrument 
. 

ig at any point on the ship and is manufacture 
of paper from corn- found to reduce the hazard of 

connected 
to a firing head and two stalks. blind flying . considerably. 

The 
microphones. 

When the firing head In the manufacturing 
process, 

apparatus 
consists of an oscillatory control on the instrument 

is oper- the shredded 
cornstalk 

is placed in circuit the constant of which vary 
ated, a cartridge 

is ejected from digesters 
or cooking 

tanks, to- a8 the height of the plane changes. the ship's side. This cartridge 
is gether with cooking liquors. After This variation 

is due to change in 
fitted with a delay action fuse and the shredded 

cornstalk 
has passed capacity 

of the circuit as it moves 
explodes 

when it has decended 
through the cooking process the with respect to the earth, A meter through « few feet af water. The resultant 

pulp is a soft, brownish 
in the circuit is calibrated 

in feet, 
noise of the explosion 

is caught by material. 
This is then bleached 

to suitable corrections 
being made for 

one of the microphones 
which give it the right color, varying conditions. operates 

a relay that starts the Pulp made from cornstalks, 
straw The instrument 

is especially 
valu- 

action of the time interval re- and similar fibrous plants has char- able for flying in fogs such as are 
corder, The echo from the bottom acteristics 

different 
from those of encountered 

in trans-oceanic is shortly afterwards 
received by — pulp made from wood. The corn- flights. Under such conditions 

the 
the second microphone, 

which acts stalk pulp has a shorter fiber and pilot is more interested 
in keeping 

to stop the recorder. 
From the is much more easily hydrated 

than away from the ground than in 
known velocity of sound in water, wood or rag pulps. This particular 

— knowing 
his exact height. Distinc- 

the scale of the recorder may be characteristic 
lends itself well to tive signals are given out as the 

graduated 
to read directly 

the some grades of paper, such as glas- plane approaches 
the earth. The 

sounding 
in feet or fathoms, The — sine or other transparent 

or semi- ordinary barometer 
is not  suffi- 

two microphones 
are placed inside transparent 

papers, Paper made ciently accurate 
to record minute 

on opposite 
sides of the ship’s hull with a certain proportion 

of corn- variations; 
the radio altimeter 

is 
to prevent 

the echo-receiving 
stalk tends to be stiff and brittle. quite accurate at short distances 

microphones 
from operating 

under Cornstalk 
pulp as a material for from the earth, however. 

the sound of the explosion 
which the manufacture 

of paper has (Continued 
on page 50) 
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This is the 1960 Bethlehem Loop Class 
(Will you be here in 1961?) 

In early July, 1960, 202 college graduates reported to our in our 1960 Loop Class—mechanical, metallurgical. chemi- 
general offices in Bethlehem, Pa., for an intensive period cal, electrical, civil, industrial, mining, ceramic, and others. 
of indoctrination. For five weeks they attended talks by top Whatever your engineering curriculum, chances are 
management, viewed Bethlehem films, visited steelmaking there’s a splendid opportunity for you with Bethlehem 
operations almost daily. Upon completion of this first phase Steel—the nation’s second-largest steel producer, manufac- 
of training every man had a sound, basic knowledge of our turer of many finished products, the world’s largest pri- 
large and diversified organization. vately owned shipbuilding organization, and fabricator and 

Then began the second phase of Looper training— erector of steelwork for buildings, bridges, and other steel 
within their individual areas of specialization. Some of structures. 
these men are now in the third phase—actual on-the-job Ask your Placement Officer about Bethlehem. 
training. All of them can be sure that, training completed, And be sure to pick up a copy of our booklet, 
they are well-prepared to pursue rewarding careers with a “Careers with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course.? 
company that is moving ahead steadily. 

Many types of engineering graduates are represented BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY, Bethlehem, Pa. 

y for Strength HUEH (i) ~«.. BETHLEHEM STEEL gee 
+.» Versatility i 
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(Continued from page 48) | y egpe pep oe: oan 2 ms : Re : ie 

ELECTRIC EYE USED TO DETECT | | 2p | | aa ao "2 eo 

ESCAPING PRISONERS ae ee eee: | a] e ! ile ax 

May, 1930 eee) Les ee pox 
. eke se | M4 

When a model of a_ prisoner oa | eae a | ood i bd | 

creeping up a model prison wall vee i pecln | fe “es taAG Fo 

came within the range of vision of Oe e aa, 4 @- f ye . ahy F Fy a 

an “electric eye” a revolver trained im i ) 2 ate Ko) % : My 

on the prisoner was fired and a bell iz rt j A a as b . : PT Py. 

on the prison wall sounded a gen- 5 = lpg ie Lea Soe ii : Rn 

eral alarm. In addition this device 4 ys ar i 

might have turned on a system of Al A (oe i Be : i ie 

flood lights and set off a battery of a ea al : se 

machine guns or even a barrage of T of ie | afi F 

tear gas. The protective field avail- i 7 Me ro ; 

able seems unlimited; it is only ro r] bad VO ao et) 

necessary to select the severity of Bae ’ Ba | , a aes 

the method to be used. pe | i yal + A ae = 
This was the first demonstration fp / 4 | Pt | te ‘ 

of how science may thus stop the / 1 tO asd yf Ay ae | 1 a 

ever frequent prison breaks. This (ae aaa A Atay a i 5 

use of the “electric eye” is only one —sVxXhaa < adi ' ‘ oe oe i a 

of its many possible applications. | PR a : ne or | 

The mechanism involved for the Hydraulics Laboratory. 

prison demonstrations was rela- 

tively simple, At one end parallel face water in a vaccum produced contraction in the flat iron section 

to the prison wall and near the top, by means of the cold water from will be provided for by overlap- 

a small and scarcely noticeable the deep levels, The steam so gen- ping sheets along the center line. 

beam of light shined steadily into erated is to be used in a very low One transverse edge will be turned 

the “electric eye” which was pressure turbo generator operating down to grip the roadway, while 

mounted at the other end. When a de motor at 5,000 r.p.m. Such a the other edge, lying transversely 

desireable, an invisible beam of turbine has been built and sub- to the road, will be supported upon 

ultra-violet light may be employed. jected to tests, which gave satis- the adjoining plate section to pro- 

Any interruption _to this beam, factory results. An experimental vide free movement. The end of 

though ever so slight, causes the plant on the banks of the river the plates at the edge of the pave- 

desired sequence of events to occur — Meuse in Belgium indicated that — ment will be turned up to form 

with lightening like rapidity. The the proposal is based upon sound retaining walls for the paving 
interruption of light causes the flow energy considerations. material. 

of current through the “electric 
eye” to cease. The impulse thus 

created, amplified through a grid cae eon eke ik NaNols. ON DISAGREEABLE ODOR NEW 

glow tube, operates the relays. SAFETY MEASURE 

These in turn pull the trigger of December, 1930 January, 1931 

the revolver and set of the electric 

bell or whatever other devices Three different designs of brick A disagreeable odor, shot 
which have been istalled. paving with a sheet iron base will through the ventilation lines at a 

receive their first test in 150 feet of rate of thousands of feet per min- 

POWER FROM THE GULF STREAM pavements on the Grand Avenue ute, will be used to warn miners of 

November, 1930 connection with the Rochester road ___ fire in metal mines. 
The newspaper recently an- near Springfield, Illinois, a contract The odors are injected in liquid 

nounced that Professor George for which has just been awarded. form into the compressed air line 

Claude, French scientists, had suc- The iron base will be layed on a Supplying air to the mines. Little 

ceeded in launching and sinking a very carefully rolled and leveled liquid is required, the odors being 

large tube that will constitute a subgrade. Following this, there will detectable at concentration of only 

part of an installation designed to be a layer of 24%” or 3” brick with a few parts per million parts of air. 

utilize the heat energy of the Gulf asphaltic filler. Three 50-foot sec- At higher concentrations the odor 

Stream. The tube was installed at tions will be layed with the iron becomes strong enough to make 

Matanzas, Cuba, This was Profes- base, one using blue annealed flat the warning positive. None of the 

sor George’s third attempt to install sheets and the two-others galvan- odors used can exert any harmful 

the tube, two other tubes having ized corrugated sheets, in one case influence even if inhaled for a long 

been destroyed at the loss of with the corrugations parallel to period. Some of the odor-produc- 

$1,000,000. the road and in the other trans- ing substances used are known 

The system proposed by Claude versely, The iron base is to be 4” technically as butyl mercaptan, 

proposes to generate power from thick, while the corrugated iron ethyl mercaptan, butyric acid (odor 

the sea by “boiling” the warm sur- will be 10 gage. Expansion and (Continued on page 56) 
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vil Ee I ...who are Engineers, look twice 

i . 2 . A Mee a Re 2 

CO eG . Le a si NEW PROGRAMS at Convair-Pomona, offer excellent 
i 4 a \ opportunities today for Engineers. Convair-Pomona, created 

f a  . the Army’s newest weapon, REDEYE, Shoulder Fired MISSILE and 
ip fe developed the Navy’s ADVANCED TERRIER and TARTAR MISSILES. 
ee 4 — oe P Y 

a _ / Many other, still highly classified programs, 
7 {| _ stimulating the imagination of the most progressive thinking 

a A . scientist and engineer are presently at various. stages 
7 — _ _ of development. 

ao ae _ / 7 / Positions are open for experienced and inexperienced 
f _ : Bachelors, Masters and Doctorates in the fields 

i rr of Electronics, Aeronautics, Mechanics and Physics. 

by ee _ _ : ADVANCEMENT opportunities are provided for the 
4 2 4 _ . competent engineer as rapidly as his capabilities will permit oh. 5 |. | P pialy P 
V; Saf a Pe : in currently expanding programs. 

\ _—..rmrt~™w—— PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT-CONVAIR-POMONA’S 
V fF | facility is of modern design and completely air-conditioned. 
LS Dl 7) You will work with men who have pioneered the missile 
a — _ industry and are now engaged in some of the most advanced 

ee _ el programs in existence. 

\ ff ADVANCED EDUCATION — Tuition refund is provided 
_ _ for graduate work in the field of your speciality. Company 

a fe — sponsored in-plant training courses offer the Engineer the 
-.lhUlmrté<“‘( YWs;SstsS finest of educational opportunities. 

fer CALIFORNIA LIVING — Suburban Pomona offers lower 
y oF living costs and moderate priced property, unexcelled recre- 
i. iL | ational facilities, freedom from rush hour traffic and the 
a fe ultimate in comfort and gracious living. 

7 . / Contact your placement office immediately to assure yourself of q 
| 4 campus interview with Convair-Pomona. 

C _ —_ If personal interview is not possible send resume and grade transcript 

I . : to B. L. Dixon, Engineering Personnel Administrator, Dept.CM-607 

| Pomona, California. 

Convair Division of 

POMONA, CALIFORNIA 
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Sufficiency of Description. It is 3. Arthur M. Smith, Patent Law—Cases, 
Patents ff - u fe DS Cc ents and Materials, Ann Arbor, both a ground of opposition to the sommentsvand, Mdrenaes, eee 

‘Continued from page 14) grant of a patent, and a ground of Michigan, Overbeck Company, 1955. 
. > a - . 

ay objection of the validity of a patent 4. B. P. Fishburne, The Patent Applica- 
patent, The major areas concerned lies wanted if “th 5 A leté tion—Preparation and Prosecution, 

with validity of patents are: w af gran ee " has . dee tly Washington, D. C., John Byrne and 
; It speci ication does not. sufficiently Company, 1943. 

~ Novelty: and fairly describe the invention 5. ogicial Gazette, United States Patent 
2. Utility. and the method by which it is to Office, Vol. 748, No. 2, November 

3. Obviousness. be performed.” In court this objec- 10, 1959. 
f. Prior Claiming. tion is used only where it is con- 6. C. J. Hamson, Patent Rights for Sci- 

5. Sufficiency of Description. tended that the specification does entific Discoveries, Indianapolis, The 

Vovelty, Tl . not contain the necessary informa- Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1940. 

NOUC ly. he patent laws require tion to enable the invention to be 
that in, invention be new. This put into use. To be sufficient, the 

ae ans i the subst matter that complete specification must contain Sneed’s 
1@ applicant secks to patent or has instructions enable ¢ se satonted shail i ue instructions to enable all those to (Continued. from. page 43) 

. eNteG Sn HOE lave been whom the specification is ad- 
known or used prior to the date of dressed, to produce something FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEMS 
iis own invention. If an invention within each claim by following the ova: ai 0a, sean 

‘ won knows oe ead sree ees : ao i By Otto J. M. Smit 
vas been known or used prior to directions of the specification, with- 04 pages. $13.50 
your same invention, your patent out any new inventions or addi- s f 
will not be issued or it will be re- tions of their own Dynamics of different systems 

voked depending on whether you have much in common. The com- 
are applying for a patent or have Infringement ponents of these systems are part 
already received a patent. Infringement is often defined as of the open-loop ee 

oe hin AE jl hat has to be done, anc 
Utility, It is an objecti the lawful invasion of the right of The job that has to cone, a 

lity. TC is an objection to the ly oranted ha patentee the way that the system does it, 
validity of a patent in court pro- fe Ge, a en to ie a a are specifications on the closed-loop 
ceedings if the invention so far as t eae ‘ nen. t party, nacl the characteristics. Analysis is the pre- 
dhieaed. dv ane clain at tie<soak yermission from the owner of the ee 3 ‘ 
claime d, in any claim of the specifi- a makes. uses. or sells the diction of closed-loop characteris- 
cation, is not useful, Utility is de- a vie 2 that fall withi the limits tics from information concerning 
fined by patent law in the following Mage tel S Wilin ie: LMS the given components only 

me TE ane} ‘ of the patent monopoly. There °& ponents a manner: If an invention does what ot E 7 ig resents the rigorous an xed be inte infringe and This book presents the rigorous 
it is intended by the patentee to Ret Pe no intent to infringe anc : : 
do . ind the end obtai I a is itself the infringer might not know of relationship between the open-loop 

ae : ODSMNEM As. USS the existence of the patent, In- transient, sinusoidal, or statistical 
useful, the invention is a useful in- - . E “ res 5 1 the closed-] ri enti Vitter : . fringement can only arise where response and the closed-loop tran- vention, Utility in this sense is es- y 3 ise. and disturbances in ¢ sential to: the validity @£ a patent the device which is made, used, or sient, noise, and disturbances in an 

: . " 4 paren sold, is covered by the claim or analytical form. From any one of 
Obviousness. If an invention is claims of the patent in question. the six responses above, the other 

obvious and does not involve any The function of the claims of a five may be computed. The closed- 
inventive step with regard to what patent is to define the scope of the loop transient response is available 
was known or used before, the pat- patent, Hence, in order for a patent —from_ open-loop measurable data 
ent is invalid. Obviousness is also to be infringed, one or more of the like vector margin and vector 
a ground of opposition to the grant claims must be infringed. Each attenuation. 

of a patent. claim is in effect a separate patent Synthesis is the determination of 
The question of obviousness. is and one claim may be infringed, the required components from the 

one of great difficulty and is simi- another not infringed. statement of the system job, Linear 
lar to that of lack of novelty. The Where a device is being manu- statistical design is based on a mini- 
question in novelty is whether any- — factured under a patent, it should mum spectral error power. The 
thing within the claim was old and be properly marked in accordance only approximation is the expres- 
the question of obviousness is with the patent laws. If a patented sion for the original spectral data 

whether anything within the claim article is properly marked the in- for signal, noise, and disturbances 
would have been obvious. Judicial fringer is liable for the profits or in an analytical form. 
decisions as to obviousness are very damages, but if the product is not All restrictions on the system are 
difficult to forecast. marked the infringer must be given _ introduced in the same form as the 

Prior Claiming. There are 2ctual notice of infringement be- spectral data. The final system is 
grounds for objection to the valid- fore he becomes liable for damages the optimum linear predictor to 

ity of a patent if an invention was or profits. compensate for the unalterable 
claimed in a granted patent of REFERENCES components. Transportation lags 
earlier priority date. 1. Chester H. Biesterfeld, Patent Law for and dead times are incorporated 

Prior claiming of an invention Chemists, Engineers and Students, into feedback systems by a block- 

is also a valid ground for objec- Ne York, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., diagram statement of what is possi- 
tion to the grant of a_ patent. 5 = nN BI While, Patents for I ble, followed by block-diagram 
APE. Fi 2. T. A. Blanco While, Patents for In- a 
This is known in patent law as wontons, New. York, Stevens And Song substitutions to form a linear ana- 

interference. 1950. lytical predictor. THE END 
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PhD, MS, BS in EE 

PhD, MS in Physics and Mathematics 

—would you rather blaze trails in electronic 
communications theory or consolidate 
territory newly won? 

AT STROMBERG-CARISON 
Division of General Dynamics 

-. where a group of outstanding scientists 
and engineers are conducting both theoretical 
and applied studies in many aspects of the 
science of communications . 

The list below indicates 

While our broad concern at Stromberg-Carlson is in the acqui- the range of work currently 
sition, transmission, processing, storage and display of com- in progress. 

munications data, ancilliary investigations — often seemingly FIELDS OF RESEARCH ENDEAVOR 

remote — are carried on to enhance our basic understanding rr , cay aramagnetic Resonance 
of the communications field. Thin Photoconductor Films 

Ferroelectricity , 

TO THE ADVANCED DEGREE CANDIDATE this fre- cate onion Coding 
quently offers the opportunity, upon completion of his studies, Bandwidth Compression 

to continue theoretical investigations initiated in thesis Weems ‘Transducers 
* olecular Electronics 

preparation. Defect Solid State Physics 
Parametric Devices 

TO THE MAN WHO HAS RECENTLY RECEIVED HIS Seier Prineestion Analysis 
BS, it provides varied career choices: to work directly with Plasma Physics 

experts on research projects; to participate in advanced devel- ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT & ENGINEERING 

opment engineering concerned with the solution of complex ICBM Communications 
systems engineering and equipment problems; to undertake Electronic Switching 

the design of specific hardware which may involve the first Nuclear Instrumentation | 

practical utilization of new knowledge. piel Sheed Reconnaissance Sein 

Single Sideband Communications 

AT ALL LEVELS, the opportunities for professional growth ew ee eee Transmission 
are exceptional, not only through concentration on work in Machine Tool Automation 

advanced areas but through continual contact with able men Radio Data Links 
trained in other disciplines. Informal consultation between Aish lntensiy Sound.Generators | 
engineers, physicists, mathematicians, psychologists and lin- Shaped Beam Display Systems 

iste i : ‘ ‘ ion: High-Speed Automatic Missile Check-Out Equipment guists is available on a day to day basis. Further, with scien Super-Speed Read-Out and Printing Equipment 
tists it is the aim of Stromberg-Carlson’s technically-trained Electro Acoustics & Transducers 

management to maintain the atmosphere of the academic Logic Systems 
« : A eres Sound Systems 

world, encouraging discussion, publication of papers and par- RF Equipment 
ticipation in technical symposia. Precision Hi-Fi Components 

For further information write to the College Relations Section, 

Engineering Personnel Department. 

a oivision or GENERAL DYNAMICS 
1450 North Goodman St., Rochester 3, New York 
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= e * of heat-sensitive detector, into tor, it is cooled to a temperature 
Science Highlights equivalent electrical signals that of about 180 degrees below zero 

(Continued from page 17) can be amplified and made visible Fahrenheit. 
to the human eye. The traditional . . 

WESTINGHOUSE SCIENTISTS method has been to use a sensitive _ In use, the infrared radiation 

DEVELOP NEW SYSTEM FOR crystal, or infrared cell, to detect from an object is focused on the 

INFRARED SEEING the radiation, and a mechanical — heat-absorbing layer of the retina, 
_ a scanning system to make the image forming a temperature pattern of 

A new infrared system sensitive Visible, the scene. This temperature pat- 

enough to see moving objects near an . tern transfers through the thin sup- 

room temperature solely by means The newer approach is an all- port layer to the photoemitting 

of the invisible heat rays they emit ¢lectronic imaging system, because face, where it can be perceived 
has been developed by. scientists such a device has the potential ad- simply ‘by scanning, a spot of light 

of the Westinghouse research labo- — Vantages of faster response, higher cross the surface. As the light spot 
ratories in Pittsburgh, Pennsyl- sensitivity and better picture de- scans the photoemitting surface 

vania. Known as the phothermionic tail. The phothermionic converter many or few electrons flow front 

image converter, the all-electronic is an important step in bringing the surface in exact conformity to 

device changes the infrared radia- this type of system to reality. the heat pattern on it. These elec- 

tion emitted by an object into a It is sensitive enough to detect trical signals are then amplified 

visible picture on a television moving objects near room tempera- and fed to a standard television 

screen. The speed with which it ture when they exhibit temperature picture tube, where a visible pic- 

responds to. infrared is roughly differences of approximately 20 de- ture appears. Thus, a point by 

equal to that of the human eye to grees Fahrenheit. This is just about point description of the tempera- 

visible light. the spread between the tempera- ture scene is created on the tele- 

Disclosure of the infrared imag- ture of the human body and that vision screen. 

ing device was made at the winter of the average living room. In ad- 
meeting of the American Institute dition, the system is fast enough to ae 4 
of Electrical Engineers, by Dr. follow the movement of such ob- 

Max Garbuny, head of the team of —_ Jects no <a “abies speed as 1 PROFITABLE SPILLAGE 

Westinghouse research. scientists normally visible object is followec envey § svada dave 

that developed the system, The de- by the unaided human eye. ee ee cock 
velopment, first in a series of such The key component in the newly the shortest lived ‘mine ae Nevada 
devices, was sponsored mainly by announced system is a unique in- — jistory last February. The assayer, 
the Wright Air Development Cen- frared-sensitive detector, or retina. since 1948. tested iron ore brought 
ter of the U.S. Air Force. The retina is a three-layer sand- +6; Hig thes be # mining company. 

Dr. Garbuny described the wich only a few millionths of an Each truck spilled a little ore in 
Westinghouse phothermionic im- inch thick. The center layer of the the parking area. After testing his 
age converter as operating on in- sandwich is an ultra-thin support own property, the assayer mined 
frared radiation of relatively long film of aluminum oxide about one 700 tons of ore and sold it back to 

wavelengths. Such radiation is millionth of an inch thick. This the mining company. 
emitted by comparatively cool ob- film is made by chemically dissolv- . 

jects such as the human body. Hot- ing away all of the aluminum metal a 9 a 

ter objects, for example those that in a piece of suitably treated house- 
actually glow red hot, emit more ord akuninum fol leaving only SAWDUST-BASED HIGHWAY 

energetic radiations of shorter the thin layer of aluminum “rust” Nadi on cineers ay 1 FF 
wvavelensith in the “near” infrared, which coats the foil’s surface. owen of cawduct to hal : 

and are casier to detect. The front surface of the oxide portion oF a highway between Van- 
Infrared is becoming increas- support film is coated with an even couver and New. Westminister, 

ingly important, particularly in its thinner layer of nickel, deposited B.C. In this area, the Burnham 

military applications. Infrared sys- in such thickness that it strongly Throughway crosses deposits of 

tems are used for missile guidance, absorbs infrared radiation, The peat and very soft clay up to 80 

fire control, reconnaissance and back surface of the film is coated feet in depth. The sawdust is 

warning systems. Their outstanding with a thin layer of a photoemit- placed over the peat, which is too 

advantage is that they are unde- ting material called cesium soft to support construction vehi- 

tectable by the enemy. No telltale bismuth—a chemical compound ca- cles and sand is placed on top of 

signals are broadcast. All objects pable of releasing electrons when sawdust. 
above the temperature of absolute light shines upon it. Of key im- 
zero constantly emit infrared radi- portance is the fact that the photo- a ok 
ation, and infrared systems simply emitter’s ability to release electrons 
pick up these naturally occurring under the stimulus of light varies INVERTING INTERFEROMETER FOR 
signals through space, with its temperature, changing two STELLER STUDIES 

These systems operate upon the — OF three percent for every degree The National Bureau of Stand- 
broad principle of sensing the heat its temperature changes. ards has developed an interfero- 
energy radiated by a body and con- To increase the over-all sensitiv- meter which shows promise as a 
verting it, by means of some form ity and performance of the detec- (Continued on page 57) 
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Northrop is an analog for progress where engineers Northrop is rich in advanced projects to grow on. 

—and ideas — grow to reach their maximum poten- If you want to associate yourself with an organiza- 

tial. It takes a lot of engineer to measure up to tion that is producing tomorrow’s technological 

Northrop’s creative engineering challenges. headlines today, stand up and be measured. Send us 

To convert our sophisticated requirements into a card or letter today with your name, address, and 

producible and reliable systems calls for intellectual area of special interest. 

stature, disciplined imagination, and an explorer’s 
pinee pene i P NORTHROP CORPORATION, P.O. BOX 1525, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF. 

venturesome curiosity. 
DIVISIONS: NORAIR / RADIOPLANE / NORTRONICS. 
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Co SE | Engineer of 
. « | Yesteryear 

— @& (> ) WHO (Continued from page 50) 

(& ay | of rancid butter) and amy] acetate 

—~ rs | (banana oil), In addition to the 

Cc [ 2 use of a disagreeable odor as a 

CY? ME: | warning signal, the regulations 

wy Sa state that in mines equipped with 

1. [net Re/N electric lights the engineers shall | 

y - iN *| A a also flash all electric lights nine 

a iN) : tl Ay times in three series of three flashes | 

Pa L »” INGE Z each, Since trouble may develop 

or a ea] es @, a” 2 in the electrical system, however, 

. ae © Be é | the odor signal is considered to be 

2 a AS the more reliable warning. 

‘ a |< —/_--am IMPORT OF ICE FROM THE 

B ee Ry Feb 1931 
a ee This ice is a product of carbon 

; eo ge monoxide gas found in wells of the 

oo ee | Tampico, Mexico, oil fields, flow- 
2 Wee. ing to the surface at a pressure of 

se \ Hae 1,000 pounds per square inch. A 
a | eee | New York concern has erected a 

A pri, factory which solidifies the gas into 
AR ga “sub-zero” ice. It has a capacity of 

4 bs fel ar __ 40,000 pounds a day. Vessels with 
We PIE oe Saw” | insulated chambers of cork board 
ey ba ie ‘ Se | a foot thick will bring the ice to 

4. a ee ithe U.S. Taal ENP 
a Rage ge EE EE | . . . 

Civil Engineering 
Chances are you'll eventually be involved (Continued from page 27) 

in some way with specifications for: The Sanitary Engineering labo- 
ratories are among the finest in 

| universities in the United States. 

AIR CONDITIONING | Sanitary Chemistry and Bacterio- 

REFRIGERATION | logical Laboratories are available 
| to graduate students, Because the 

HEATING Sanitary and Hydraulics labora- 

HEAT TRANSFER tories are in the same building, it 

is possible to study such problems 
as flow in sedimentation basins, 

and chances are you'll profit by knowing where both facilities and staff of 
the two divisions are used jointly. 

_ —a on oes a ne age Analysis and Treatment, In- 

foal Lia | i 7 ea) fh > ' - ete dustrial Waste Treatment, and 

ee ae " - i (EES 7, aow °C Public Health Engineering. Out- 

D side the department students are 
expected to obtain a thorough 
foundation in Chemistry and Bac- 
teriology. 

A graduate student in Structures 

the One Manufacturer providing can specialize still further with 
major study in concrete, steel, or 

“one source-one responsibility” for all four. wood structures. The division en- 
joys close cooperation with the U. S. 
Forest Products Laboratory here 

DUNHAM-BUSH, INC. in Madison, especially the depart- 

WEST HARTFORD 10 e¢ CONNECTICUT e U.S.A, ments of Physics and Engineering, 
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Products Development, and Pack- Science Highli hts 
aging. The Bridge Department of g g Proud of your School? 
the University Highway Commis- (Continued from page 54) 
sion has also been most helpful to simple, accurate, convenient-to-use 
this division. Class work includes instrument for astronomical re- | 
advanced courses in Reinforced search. This interferometer, con- e So In and | Prestressed Concrete, Plastic sists of a double-image prism and ~> LL ex sy 
Design of Steel Structures, Timber a telescope objective. With this D> Bb: Me Bi PenennS,, Sneeate 5 combination, the separation, the ea Ted DA u y tures, Arches, Highway Bridges diameters, and the time of meri- <i : and Culverts, and Foundations. dional transit of stars can be ac- ey my \ ‘ a Outside the department the stu- curately measured. In addition, the i ee | & dent is encouraged to take work in instrument provides a means of i egy Ss *" = advanced Mathematics, and Me- checking on aberrations in astron- fe Se 0% chanics and Materials. omical objectives, both reflectors Bea pee oH ae = . . and refractors, een JF BE Cy Surveying and Photogrammetry The use: of intetferomeny: iv ds ea é On 
are also available to graduate stu- . " interreromelry A Bh a 7 PROUD es . -_ ee . trenomy has been greatly limited aa dents. A year ago a stereo plotter I Ss ? ; OF YOUR ag en ) : pee »y the low luminosity of the light was obtained by which elevations sources involved (the star or stars 
can be obtained from pairs of aer- 1 8 ed (the star or stars WORKING TOOLS... fi z ade 2 . under observation) and the com- ial photographs. This, together lexi i : ; be! ey ee Re nae eg ‘ plexity of interferometric devices ol A.W.FABER ©) with surveying instruments of all developed for stellar observations | TELL ry kinds and a beautiful campus and For eas sle vet aE 2 eer / CAS i) 
camp at Taylor Lake near Lake one such iment eee, || helps the hand that @ Superior, provide excellent labora- = aang le Machel al shapes the future * Bae ery : ae son stellar interferometer, are u tory facilities. The Wisconsin High- bas xe : : © r wav Cétiiission has also been ased on variations in the contrast Pim 69000 CASTELL Pencil 

or “— ale 7 of interference fringes appearing fy with world’s finest iB very helpful in providing aerial ia th IM natural graphite that ) : in the focal plane of the lens, As %© ene & photographs, and plans. Course atmospheric conditions affect e CA tests out at more than a) 
work is largely in Advanced Sur- pe ee lg ‘di hi Ms Heel cons mim 99% pure carbon. zi 
veying and Photogrammetry. Geo- rast markedly, this device is un- Ef] Exclusive microlette rm shysies. Soils Astronomy, and suitable for any but ideal viewing Fai mills process this SS PAYSICS,, SOLS, AST va conditions. Another interferometer Bap ztaphite into a drawing i Highway Engineering are all of : RI lead that lays down a! Pies ? ~ . the Mach-Zehnder instrument. is a * interest to graduate students in this nti 4 a MM graphite-saturated, division more practical, but its complexity WIM non-feathering lines of 

Seminar sontexenees and adh is a deterrent to general use. The fedill intense opacity. Extra vanced independent ear amen instrument developed by the Bu- 5 strong: to take nee ‘ 
. : ie - reau, on the er ha ; hay point sharpness withou 

ment the formal class work and re- wes on the other hand, is both 8 breaking or feathering. searchin the department easy to operate and much less de- NE Smooth, 100% grit- 
ows " PE ou pendent upon atmospheric condi- im free, consistently 

° ° tions, uniform, 8B to 10H. 
Engineering The Bureau’s instrument is a #9800 SG LockTITE | Mechanics wavefront-inverting interferometer, hej TEL-A-Grape Holder, 

This optical property is introduced ny pertectly Be lange, (Continued from page 31) by the nature of the prism used— i no slip fungtotal grip. 
Research work in the Depart- et modified Koesters prism consist- gm Relieves finger fatigue. 

ment has been supported by grants Ng of two identical prisms ce- iN) a ee 
from the University and other state mented together with a partially ia ne § , y agencies, various subdivisions of reflecting film on the inner face. a4 a impor ee Refill \ the federal government and many The fringes produced by this de- s exactly #9000 pencil industrial organizations. Fellow- Vice can be viewed from either side Se=— in quality and grading, 
ships, scholarships, research and of the prism. From either side, a se 7B to 10H, packed in teaching assistantships are avail. Segment of the objective appears sa—# reusable plastic tube 
able dw thé departmé to be folded over on to the remain- Se—# with gold cap. able in the department. i = 4 7 : ; ing part. If the objective is bisected =—% A man advancing in Many recipients of advanced de- by the dividing plane of the prism, a is coreer ee les 
grees in Engineering Mechanics are fringes occupy exactly half the lens — Chained eoeitte Reset 
employed on the instructional staffs area, If it is bisected off center, Id drawing pencil. You'll 
of leading | universities, some are only the overlapping area contains be wise to begin now. 
employed by various governmen- fringes and the remaining portion | tal agencies such as the National is interference-free, THE END A.W.FABER - CASTELL Aeronautics and Space Administra- ae Pencil Co., Inc., Newark 3, N. J 
tion and the Atomic Energy Com- Wife: oo go out and have aeanianailine 
mission, and others have positions some Rea’ Fun Tonight. SS 
in a wide variety of industries. Husband: OK. If you get home poe — CASTELL To THE END first leave the light on in the hall.” 
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The care and feeding of a = missile system 

Z (2 Ls. 

aoe 
ne iS 

ond 
co 

Mit: 7 _ It takes more than pressing a button to send a giant rocket on its way. 

l ; | i ' Actually, almost as many man-hours go into the design and construction 

a “  teeee a “ | of the support equipment as into the missile itself. A leading factor in the 

a & bE . ba , reliability of Douglas missile systems is the company's practice of including 

Ne : w] all the necessary ground handling units, plus detailed procedures for system 

( ] utilization and crew training. This complete job allows Douglas missiles like 

: / THOR, Nike HERCULES, Nike AJAX and others to move quickly from test 

to operational status and perform with outstanding dependability. Douglas 

. ; FN is seeking qualified engineers and scientists for the design of missiles, 

: 9 i Mame space systems and their supporting equipment. Write to C. C. LaVene, 
4 s 7 y a “ Box P-600, Douglas Aircraft Company, Santa Monica, California. 

WwW \\ae Alfred J. Carah, Chief Design Engineer, discusses the ground installation 

z — requirements for a series of THOR-boosted space DO U G LAS 

; .. probes with Donald W. Douglas, Jr., President of 

MISSILE AND SPACE SYSTEMS Ml MILITARY AIRCRAFT Il DC-8 JETLINERS Ili CARGO TRANSPORTS ll AIRCOMB® Ill GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
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Tom Speer, Senior Engineering Research Supervisor at Stand- whirl around to reveal wear patterns and other vital informa- 
ard Oil, inspects one of the 12 sections in a new miniature tion. (INSET) Ruler shows wear pattern after strip has 
road tester. Under simulated weather conditions, four wheels taken pounding from tires during rain, freeze, thaw and heat. 

e 3 oof HIS ‘ROAD’ CARRIES 

WORLD’S HEAVIEST TRAFFIC! 
Say good-bye to washboard pavements and from desert dry to cloudburst drenched.‘‘Road 
chuck holes—their doom may be sealed! conditions’’, too, can be changed from freezing 

Key weapon in the war on costly road dam- to thawing. 
age is a new miniature highway developed in Within weeks, the new test-tube roadway 
the Standard Oil research laboratories in can determine what happens to roads during 
Whiting, Indiana. It is only 12 inches wide and years of use in all kinds of weather. It can pre- 
44 feet in circumference, but it carries heavier test paving formulas and techniques, and may 
loads than any highway in the world. This Tom show how to eliminate washboard pavement 
Thumb turnpike will eventually lead to meth- and chuck holes. Savings in highway research 
ods of building longer-lasting, smoother, safer alone may run into millions of dollars. Even 
highways...at far less cost to taxpayers. larger savings in auto and road repairs and 

Four wheels whirling around hour after hour possibly in gasoline taxes are in sight. 
can give it any degree of traffic intensity de- This test-tube roadway is just one of the 
sired. Pressure that corresponds to the weight many exciting developments at Standard. 
of the heaviest trucks can be applied to the Every day, scientificresearch, pureand applied, 
wheels. To simulate actual traffic, the wheels points the way to new or improved products. 
are placed on braking and acceleration 90 per This work holds great challenge and satisfac- 
cent of the time. Automated electronic equip- tion for young men who are interested in scien- 
ment can quickly change “road conditions” tific and technical careers. 

@ 
main 

STANDARD OIL COMPANY Nee |) 4 
910 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 80, ILLINOIS THE SIGN OF PROGRESS... 

THROUGH RESEARCH 
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preferably... 

a big FISH in the right-sized STREAM 

O 
We've been told frequently that engineering graduates are attracted to a 

company our size because of an honest and understandable desire to be 

“a big fish in a little pond”. Perhaps others prefer to think of the future as 

the challenge of “swimming up-stream”. 
We believe that Sikorsky Aireraft is actually the “right-sized stream” for 

young engineers who would enjoy diversified, small-group activities, as 

well as stature opportunities ina field that is not limited nor professionally 

confining. Sikorsky Aircraft is the company which pioneered the modern 

helicopter; and our field today is recognized as one of the broadest and most 

challenging in the entire aircraft industry. 

Because of this, we can offer stimulating experiences in an ideal environ- 

ment. Work associations could include joining an electronic team of twenty 

to thirty associates -or—working with a highly selective group of four or 

five on interesting problems of radiation, instrumentation, auto pilotage, 

aulomatic stabilization, ete. 

a And what of your future? 

That, of course, involves your own potential for growth. As 

a far-sighted company, we're more than willing to help you 

meet the challenge of “going up-stream”! 

For factual and detailed information 

about careers with us, please write to Mr. 

Richard L. Auten, Personnel Department. 

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT i 
SP 

&S) DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

waste 2 2 ee 
4A STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 
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Record-breaking Atlas missile billows flame and vapor as she launches satellite into orbit. 

130 t f missile with a ski 
° ° ! 

thinner than a window pane ° 

The Nickel Stainless Steel skin of neers turn more and more to Nickel to metals under extreme conditions. 

the Atlas missile is actually about Stainless Steel as temperatures rise Inco Research a source of such data 

one-third as thick as the glass in ...as speeds soar... as demands get Quite often, Inco Research has 

your window. more and more severe. already developed the information 

And yet look what this skin does: But space is only one of the new needed and has it neatly filed and 

: rlds science is penetrating, ¢ cross indexed. Ready for use. In 
e It is the sole structural framework lds ern ae Ps Wi shea and ss ali ‘a ‘ Z " Il 

. é eve’ west. ‘ss man’s several instances, when a new allo for’ Atlas_130 tons of dead.weight not even the newe st. Witness man’s everal instances, when a new alloy 

ne ° 35,805-foot dive into the depths of was needed, barrier breakers have 
at the moment of firing. ee 18 aa . . : 

the Marianas Trench in the Pacific. found it already developed and 

e It serves as the wall of the propel- Or his exploration of deep cold. Of tested by Inco Research. 
a 9 ks i as’ Ay sav . 

ae tanks in Atlas’ weight-saving super pressures. Of ultrasonics. Remember Inco Research when, 

eesign. Before the manipulation of such in the future, you encounter severe 

e It withstands the deep chill of new environments can even be con- new conditions and need useful data. 

liquid oxygen (—297°F) ... the sidered, scientists and engineers The International Nickel Company, Inc. 

high heat of supersonic speed need to know exactly what happens New York 5,N.Y¥. 

| (400°F-600°F). 

| Lit is less than 1/25 of an incl xco | : 1 Nickel ...and it is less than of an inch eo dsc, Internationa Nicke 
i 2 = ae at The International Nickel Company, Inc., is the U.S. affiliate of the International Nickel 

No wonder they call stainless the Company of Canada, Limited. Unco-Canada)— producer of Inco Nickel, Copper, Cobalt, 
space-age metal. No wonder engi- Iron Ore, Tellurium, Selenium, Sulfur and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals. 

| 
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Q 4 by William S. Huebner 
Salil We coy =a Vy A 

Es (yea 
oy Be cise a = 4 ae <-> Cr <8 yy PO 

BS Ps 
BSP am 
SS 

She (gushingly): “Will you love The editor of this column points “Mommy, mommy, Sheldon is 8! gly y p Y, Yu, 
me when I’m old?” with pride to the clean, white sticking his head out of the win- 

He: “Love you? I shall idolize spaces between these jokes. dow!” 
you. I shall worship the ground you ~ * “So, what's wrong with that, ) 1 ° g 
walk on. I shall-er-ah, youre not dear?” 
going to look like your mother, are A woman: approached a famous “But, Mommy, it’s on the end 
you?” psychiatrist and said, “I do wish of a stick!” 

e oe # yowd see my husband. He blows eo 8 
oe smoke rings through his nose and ave peculiak. Be 
The professor grimly eyed the it frightens me” © % a are pec as women 

class as he prepared to return a “rcan. see nothing wrong with ave ees he instance, 

batch of examination papers. “You » 5 Dn, > a man who adn’t issed his wife “llr a L while dl : that,” said the doctor. “I dont for five years just shot a man who 
1h a one her, enue tet H know that it’s so terribly unusual gig, 
PMSEGE Oth, nd it is concets i for someone to blow smoke rings 
i were lo oi ; a a ae ¢ through his nose.” Sucedly, Da 

a Ge The u ee + form “But,” complained the woman, 5 ; 
a es tat would make me “my husband doesn’t smoke.” oe wee 
liable for arrest. . = a ps a : 

“Whye” the E.Bes wanted to -e * - ay : , 
know They laughted at Watt, too, until - # co 

“TI could be arrested for main- he invented the Watt Schmacallit. . y. oe . 
taining a dope ring.” oe 6 fr 7 : 

eo 8 8 . ee : 
a He went to an agricultural col- Bee os oe : 

A young C.E. was proudly show- —— Jege and his classmates voted him | oo ) 
ing the Governor his first project, — “The boy most likely to sack Ba 
a three million dollar dam. The — seed.” a / — ne 
Governor stared in amazement and > oe 4 ae re 2 

exclaimed, ieee, me ae : M.E. “Thought you were going ht. = 3 ws 
- supposed to be on the other to visit that blonde in her apart- a Saw \ : oe 

steer ce ment tonight.” o mG : 

Aggie “T did.” ‘“ 3 ; 
Pledge (at dinner table): Must M.E. “How come then you're oe ; - 

I cat this egg? home so early?” a B p 
Brother: Yes! Aggie “Well we sat awhile and oo. ry 

Silence, . chatted. Then suddenly she turned “Alright you guys. This R.O.T.C. unit 
Pledge: The beak, too? out the lights. I can take a hint.” is gonna shape up.” 
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It’s a Small World 
It’s a tough world for the Amer- 

ican businessman. Every time he 
comes up with something new the EXIT! 
Russians invent it a week later and cree E % \ T res 
the Japanese make it cheaper. P 

Awed by his secretary's new dia- a aaa | j 
mond ring, the boss asked for the ‘Pour Sthenas.: | q 2 
particulars. POoMOpRew |] Arava ! 

“Oh,” she said, “When Grandma aigsy = |t oc. ! | ca . | 
died, she left $1,000 for a stone in ae . Sete i. 
her memory. This is it.” q PORT: ee ( ery 

ae ee a FES Sy a | > 7 ENGIined 

Fred: “I’m looking for a girl who fis ; 7 Q S76) LABor 
doesn’t drink or smoke or have : ee © P W, i . 
any bad habits.” q = , 

Ned: “What for?” <, 4 . a 22 
eo 9 » | Ee TN 

“Hey! Did you see that young iC ‘ ZL 1 
lady smile at me?” | d 8 | eel] O j 

“That's nothing. The first time I | 2. PD At 4) 
saw you I laughed right out loud.” : y (a 4 ud 

ee 6 Ly Uf 18>) ie Ce 

Three decrepit, gray-haired gen- Se t : ())} Ee ( Vpn ‘iia 
tlemen were seated together in the Fl a Mt Say 4 | park discussing their personal phi- ay CZ ie ) 
losophies for achieving a ripe old J 
age. 

“Ym _ eighty-six,” said the first, ROCK woer 
“and I wouldn’t be here today if I 
hadn't scorned tobacco and alcohol 

in every form, avoided late hours No!! You can’t help me with my engineering report. 

siite sin enticements of the Coed: “If wishes came true, what The thrifty Scotsman asked the 
“T owe my ninety-three years to would you wish for? . ; bank for a loan of a dollar and 

a strict diet of black-strap molasses, cee Gosh, I'm afraid to was told he must pay four per cent 
wheat getm bread, and swothers tell you.” interest at the end of the year. 
MS once ; Coed: “Go ahead, you sap. That’s four cents?” asked the 

milk,” said the second old man. What d. hink . —_ 
“When I was eighteen,” the third hat do you thin I brought up Scotsman. 

vy gnteen, ane this wishing business for?” “Do you have any security?” ; & man said, “my father told me that oo. & asked the banker. 

if 'T_wanted.to enjoy. life as much Then there is the story of what “I do. Fifty thousand dollars in 
as he had, I should smoke black trawhe aid to another: U. S. Bonds.” 
cigars, drink nothing but hard lig: °"S Strawberry said to another: nae nes: 
uor, and carouse with a different If we hadn't been in the same The bank accepted the bonds 
wornan every night. And that’s ex- bed wwe wouldn't be in the same and gave him the dollar. At the 
actly what F've done.” jam. end of a year, the Scotsman came 

“Incredible.” said. the first old A : a | showi back with a dollar and four cents 
, young engimeer was showmg tg clear up his debt and asked for 

man oe. a visiting Russian the skyline of his fifty thousand in bonds back 
Amazing,” said the second, for New York City. The engineer ‘As: he returned. the bonds the 

their friend was obviously the gray- pointed out one of the skyscrapers banker asked. “I don’t-want ‘to be 
est, most elderly appearing of the and mentioned that it took only ten ersonal but if ou have all these 
three, “Just how old are you?” months to build it. The Russian bands, “hy did you lave: to bor- 

“Twenty-two. grinned and said it could be built row a dollar?” “ee 
se? in five months in Russia. The engi- “well.” replied the Scotsman 

Che: “What if I tried to put my neer pointed out another building “do you know any other way I can 
arm around you?” and bragged that it was built in get a safety deposit vault for four 

Tri-Delt: “I'd put up a fight.” only six months. The Russian cents a year?” : 
Che: “What if I tried to kiss laughed and said it could be built 

your” in three months in Russia. e 8 8 
Tri-Delt: “I'd put up a fight.” The Russian noticed the Empire Heard any good jokes lately? 
Che: “What if I tried to... State Building and asked how long — Send them to “Stripped Gears” c/o 
Tri-Delt: “Listen, how long do it took to build it. Wisconsin Engineer, 333 M.E. 

you think a girl can keep on “You've got me,” said the engi- Bldg. One dollar will be awarded 
fighting?” neer. “Tt wasn't there yesterday!” for each joke used. 
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: So You Think 

Youre SMART! ou re : 

by Sneedly, Law’66 

) 

3. Let three digits be x, y, z in chauffeur drives him home from 
that order there, and it is observed that they 

HE other night when I was 37 — 2x + l2y = 66 arrive precisely ten minutes earlier 
in one of the local pubs I over- or 12 —_ 66 ~ (32 2x) than on a normal day. How long 
heard a conversation between 37 ey 2x cannot be negative was the commuter a pedestrian? 

a hill student and a pretty co-ed. - is less 1 6 " ; 2. Hans, Reinzi, Exbe ond 
Hill student: “If I kiss you, will 80 9 Ish Jess “than 2. tans, Reina, Egbert, anc 

AL Ban Hedae® Gacel: ORE None of digits can be 5, so y Pedro are going fare hunting to- 
you call for help?” Co-ed: “Will fe less aha S oon 1 I sedi that sane 
vou nééd help?” is less than i morrow on a poulevard that runs 
; 3z — 2x is not greater than directly north and south, with no 

In the next booth there was an 25 (3x9 — 2x1) traffic lights. They estimate that 
engineer and another pretty co-ed. 12y cannot be less than 41 equal numbers of pedestrians walk 

The conversation went like this: y is greater than 3 in each direction, at an average of 
Engineer: “Everytime I kiss you it y equals 4 four miles per hour, 
makes me a better man.” Co-ed: 32 — 2x = 18 Hans says: “You're all crazy to 
“Why try to get to heaven in one (1) (2) use up gas cruising around all the 
night?” Conclusion: The engineer x=0 wa B time. I’m going to park beside the 

is an engineer but his capabilities z= 6 “z= 8 curb until a fare comes along.” | 
do not end there. no zeros in solution therefore Reinzi says: “'m going to cruise | 

. . . (2) is answer. up and down at four miles an hour, 
Send your answers with your c ‘ | 

: * and [ll have twice the chance of | 
own name and address to: Here are this month’s problems picking up a fare.” : | 

SNEEDLY that require a little logic and math- Egbert says: “Eight miles an 

c/o The Wisconsin Engineer ematics. Do not fear. The only hour for me, up and down the bou- | 
333° Mchanical Engineering math required is a little advanced levard:; and I'll have twice the 

Building arithmetic. chance of picking up a fare.” 

Madison 6, Wiseonsin 1. A commuting professor nor- Pedro says: “I'm going to aver. 
All answers must be sent in the mally is met by his chauffeur ata 28° twelve miles an hour and Till 

mail and only letters with the cor- specific time and driven home, One have twice as much chance as Eg- 
rect answers having the earliest certain afternoon the professor bert of getting a fare. 
postmark will be considered the catches a train that arrives one hour Figure out the true facts, decid- 
winner(s). earlier than his usual train, Es- ing who was right and who was 

chewing the local taxi, he walks wrong. 
Answers to October puzzles. home. On the way, he is met by 3. What is the area of a regular 
1, 45353 his own car making the usual trip five pointed star inscribed in a cir- 
2. 5 feet at the usual constant speed. The cle of five inch radius? 
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If your sights are set on research and development- 
ety 

youll find 
—— Photography 

f g at Work 
- a e 

: with you 

- 4 Resgarcu and development engineers 
. 4 find photography one of their most 

- Fe 4 versatile tools. Camera and film can 
. ge Fells .~ & record the readings of instruments— 

: F ae S 2 ee 4 can capture for study the fleeting 
- a4 — fo : ty a transient on the oscilloscope face. The 
| '. me content and structure of metals can be 
_ - . i studied by photospectrography or 
Po oe x-ray diffraction. And stresses in parts 

. are visualized by photographing 
‘ plastic models with transmitted polar- 

ized light. 

There’s hardly a field on which you 
can set your sights where photography 
does not play a part in simplifying 
work and routine. It saves time and 
costs in research, on the production 
line, in the engineering and sales 
departments, in the office. 

So in whatever you plan to do, take 
full advantage of all the ways photog- 
raphy can help. 

CAREERS WITH KODAK: 

With photography and photographic proc- 
esses becoming increasingly important in 
the business and industry of tomorrow, 

there are new and challenging opportunities 
at Kodak in research, engineering, elec- 
tronics, design, sales, and production. 

If you are looking for such an interesting 
opportunity, write for information about 

careers with Kodak. Address: Business and 
Technical Personnel Department, Eastman 

Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

Jet heat blast of more than 15,000 degrees Fahrenheit flares over surface ‘ £ 

of an experimental nose cone shape in a physics laboratory of Avco g fo 
Research and Advanced Development Division, Wilmington, Mass. de GC 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY OE 
Rochester 4, N.Y. Lf 
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ad i 9 Interview with General Electric’s 

4 : ws Charles F. Savage 
od 4 dizy 

aA 1 | .4 | Consultant—Engineering Professional Relations 
a -— 

} 
\ yews ° © ° Mi ra | How Professional Societies 

Help Develop Young Engineers 
3 4 ae . 

Q. Mr. Savage, should young engineers Q. What contribution is the young en- courage employees to join pro- 

join professional engineering socie- gineer expected to make as an ac- fessional societies. Why? Because 

ties? tive member of technical and pro- General Electric shares in recog- 
A. By all means. Once engineers fessional societies? nition accorded any of its indi- 

have graduated from college A. First of all, he should become vidual employees, as well as the 
they are immediately “on the active in helping promote the common pool of knowledge that 
outside looking in,” so to speak, objectives of a society by prepar- these engineers build up. It can’t 
of a new social circle to which ing and presenting timely, well- help but profit by encouraging 
they must earn their right to be- conceived technical papers. He such association, which sparks 

long. Joining a professional or should also become active in and stimulates contributions. 
technical society represents a organizational administration. Right now, sizeable numbers of 
good entree. This is self-development at work, General Electric employees, at 

Q. How do these societies help young for such efforts can enhance the all levels in the Company, belong 
engineers? personal stature and reputation to engineering societies, hold re- 

A. Th is f th a of the individual. And, I might sponsible offices, serve on work- 
6 Tne: Eee Ce ek = Sonieues add that professional develop- ing committees and handle im- 

have an ‘obligation to instruct ment is: a), contmuous Process; Portant assignments. ‘Many are 
those who follow after them. starting prior to cae col- recognized for their outstanding 
Pacatereasd scientists . lege and progressing beyond contributions by honor and 
ngineers and scientists—as pro retirement. Professional aspira- medal awards 

fessional people—are custodians tions may change but learning ” 
of a specialized body or fund of covers a person’s entire life span. These general observations em- 
knowledge to which they have And, of course, there are dues to phasize that General Electric 
three definite responsibilities. be paid. The amount is grad- does encourage participation. In 
The first is to generate new uated in terms of professional indication of the importance of 
knowledge and add to this total stature gained and should al- this view, the Company usually 
fund. The second is to utilize ways be considered as a personal defrays a portion of the expense 
this fund of knowledge in service investment in his future. accrued by the men involved in 

to society. The third is to teach a. supporting the activities of these 
this knowledge to others, includ- Q. How do you go about joining pro- various organizations. Remem- 
ing young engineers. fessional groups? ber, our goal is to see every man 

ae . A. While still in school, join student advance to the full limit of his 
Q. Specifically, what benefits accrue chapters of societies right on capabilities. Encouraging him to 

from belonging to these groups? campus. Once an engineer is out join Professional Societies is one 

A. There are many. For the young working in industry, he should way to help him do so. 

sil paoeesgremoingss | ‘estyparenpia gic sc Stale hw oopegsbibedent a cal an ofessional societies, “ i 2 i 
work to appraival by ei Been. find out ‘about them from fellow Png Hust 5, va pasties FP 

tists and engineers. Most impor- engineers. io vgineers sat whi AG rors: 

tant, however, technical societies Q. Does General Electric encourage par. have lorctho, asking, Sergi y-werdie, 

eeaie, Sane eae — ticipation in technical and profes- Mr. C. F. Savage, Section 959-12, 
acial wn. sional societies? General Electric Co., Schenectady 

These organizations are a prime . 5,N.Y. 

source of ideas— meeting col- A. It certainly does. General Elec- , 
leagues and talking with them, tric progress is built upon cre- 
reading reports, attending meet- ative ideas and innovations. The *LOOK FOR other interviews dis- 

ings and lectures. And, for the Company goes to great lengths cussing: Salary © Why Companies 

young engineer, recognition of to establish a climate and in- have Training Programs © How to 
his accomplishments by asso- centive to yield these results. Get the Job You Want. 
ciates and organizations gener- One way to get ideas is to en- 
ally heads the list of his aspira- 
tions. He derives satisfaction 
from knowing that he has been G E N E R A L E LE CT R | C 

identified in his field. 
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